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Abstract  

KNAS (Continuous Habitat Mapping of Protected Areas) is a Metria AB project that produces 

vegetation and habitat mapping in protected areas in Sweden. Vegetation and habitat mapping 

is challenging due to its heterogeneity, spatial variability and complex vertical and horizontal 

structure. Traditionally, multispectral data is used due to its ability to give information about 

horizontal structure of vegetation. LiDAR data contains information about vertical structure of 

vegetation, and therefore contributes to improve classification accuracy when used together 

with spectral data. The objectives of this study are to integrate LiDAR and multispectral data 

for KNAS and to determine the contribution of LiDAR data to the classification accuracy. To 

achieve these goals, two object-based classification schemes are proposed and compared: a 

spectral classification scheme and a spectral-LiDAR classification scheme. Spectral data 

consists of four SPOT-5 bands acquired in 2005 and 2006. Spectral-LiDAR includes the same 

four spectral bands from SPOT-5 and nine LiDAR-derived layers produced from NH point cloud 

data from airborne laser scanning acquired in 2011 and 2012 from The Swedish Mapping, 

Cadastral and Land Registration Authority. Processing of point cloud data includes: filtering, 

buffer and tiles creation, height normalization and rasterization. Due to the complexity of KNAS 

production, classification schemes are based on a simplified KNAS workflow and a selection 

of KNAS forest classes. Classification schemes include: segmentation, database creation, 

training and validation areas collection, SVM classification and accuracy assessment. 

Spectral-LiDAR data fusion is performed during segmentation in eCognition. Results from 

segmentation are used to build a database with segmented objects, and mean values of 

spectral or spectral-LiDAR data. Databases are used in Matlab to perform SVM classification 

with cross validation. Cross validation accuracy, overall accuracy, kappa coefficient, 

producer’s and user’s accuracy are computed. Training and validation areas are common to 

both classification schemes. Results show an improvement in overall classification accuracy 

for spectral-LiDAR classification scheme, compared to spectral classification scheme. 

Improvements of 21.9 %, 11.0 % and 21.1 % are obtained for the study areas of Linköping, 

Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina respectively.  
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Sammanfattning 

KNAS (Kontinuerlig Naturtypskartering av Skyddande Områden) är ett Metria AB projekt som 

används för att producera naturtypskartering av skyddade områden i Sverige. 

Naturtypskartering är en teknisk utmaning för att det innebär att hantera olika datakällor och 

olika landskap med komplexa vertikala och horisontella strukturer. Multispektraldata har 

traditionellt används för att ta fram den typen av kartering. Spektraldata ger information av den 

horisontella strukturen av vegetationen i landskapet. LiDAR data ger information gällande 

vegetationens vertikala struktur. LiDAR kan påverka klassningsnoggrannheten positivt när det 

används tillsammans med spektraldata. Detta arbete har som syfte att lägga till LiDAR-data i 

KNAS produktionen och att fastställa LiDAR-bidraget till klassningsnogranheten. För att 

åstadkomma detta så föreslås följande två objektbaserade klassningsmetoder: en 

spektralbaserad metod och en spectral-LiDAR-baserad metod. Spektraldatat som används 

innehåller fyra spectralband från SPOT-5, från 2005 och 2006. Spektral-LiDAR-datat 

inkluderar, förutom de fyra spektrala banden, nio LiDAR-produkter som tas fram från NH-

punktmoln från 2011 och 2012, från Lantmäteriet. Produktionen av LiDAR-produkterna 

inkluderar: filtrering, minska filstorlek, göra buffer, ta fram höjd över marken och rastrera. En 

förenklad version av KNAS används i metoden för att arbetsflödet i KNAS är komplext, kräver 

mycket tid och arbete. Klassningsmetoderna inkluderar: segmentering, skapa databaser, 

skapa träning- och utvärderingsdata, SVM-klassning och noggrannhetsutvärdering. 

Sammanslagning av spektral- och LiDAR-data genomförs under segmenteringen. Spektral- 

och spektral-LiDAR-databaser byggs från segmenteringsresultaten och innehåller segment 

samt medelvärde av spektral eller spektral-LiDAR. I Matlab används SVM och korsvalidering 

för att klassa dessa databaser. Korsvalideringsnoggrannhet, klassningsnoggrannhet, 

kappakoefficient samt producer’s- och user’s-noggrannhet tas fram. Gemensamt tränings- och 

utvärderingsdata används i båda klassningsmetoderna. Resultaten visar på en förbättring, 

gällande klassningsnoggrannheten, när spektral-LiDAR-data används jämfört med att bara 

använda spektraldata. Förbättringarna är 21.9 %, 11.0 % och 21.1 % för de tre 

studieområdena: Linköping, Örnsköldsvik och Vilhelmina. 

 

Nyckelord: LiDAR, spektral, spektral-LiDAR, SVM-klassning, skogsklassning. 
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1.  Introduction 

KNAS (Kontinuerlig Naturtypskartering av Skyddande Områden) is developed by Metria AB to 

produce forest habitat mapping of protected areas in Sweden. Protected areas include national 

parks, nature reserves, conservation areas, Natura-2000 areas, areas to be protected and 

DOS-object areas. The aim of KNAS is to provide the distribution of different forest types in 

protected areas in the country. KNAS is used by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency 

(Naturvårdverket, EPA). KNAS implementation involves the use of different data sources: 

satellite imagery from SPOT-4, SPOT-5 and IRS-P6, aerial photographs, terrain and road 

maps, GSD database, VIC-Natur database, inventory data, reference information, etc… High-

resolution satellite images provide an extended image of the horizontal structure of vegetation. 

Inventory data also contributes to the image classification of satellite data (Hagner & Reese, 

2007). 

 

The Swedish National Elevation Model (Nationell Höjdmodell, NH) is developed by The 

Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet) from airborne 

laser scanner (LiDAR). NH achieves a notable improvement in accuracy compared to the 

previous national elevation model. The interest of using LiDAR point cloud technology in forest 

activities has increased during the last decades. Among many advantages of LiDAR 

technology, it can be pointed out its ability: to carry out vertical composition of the forest with 

high resolution, to estimate surface height and to operate independently of daylight. This is 

used to classify vegetation and to calculate for example stem volume and basal area, which 

are basic information in forest management.  

 

Combining satellite imagery and LiDAR data provide spectral and three dimensional 

information at the same time. This optimizes forest habitat type classification and its accuracy. 

Several studies (Ke, et al., 2010; Dalponte, et al., 2012; Nordkvist, et al., 2012; Bork & Su, 

2007) demonstrate that the integration of LiDAR and spectral information produces meaningful 

results for complex woodland environments. The study of Nordkvist et al. (2012) shows that 

high accuracy can be achieved using a multisource dataset formed by SPOT and LiDAR data. 

Using both satellite and LiDAR data improves the accuracy of the classification, compared to 

the classification using only satellite data (Nordkvist, et al., 2012).  

 

The combination of KNAS and NH LiDAR point cloud takes advantage of the characteristics 

of different information sources, to optimize accuracy and to bring new results. Results that 

otherwise are not possible to produce when using those information sources separately. By 

introducing LiDAR information into KNAS implementation it is expected to get an improvement 

in the accuracy of the results. 
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1.1 Rationale of the research  

A sustainable society builds on the application of right environmental policies. State-of-the-art 

techniques in environmental monitoring are needed for choosing best policies. KNAS is crucial 

in environmental monitoring in Sweden: it provides information to the Environmental Protection 

Agency and Swedish County Administrative Board (Länsstyrelsen), it is used in protection of 

valuable forest land in Sweden, it gives statistics on the distribution of habitat types in protected 

areas; and it contains information about the distribution of protected forest, mires, open land 

and water. It is important to find techniques that allow increasing the accuracy of KNAS to 

optimize environmental monitoring. NH data is available at Saccess web database 

(Lantmäteriet), so it is interesting to develop implementations that make use of this new source 

of information. Not many studies on this specific topic can be found in the literature yet.  

 

KNAS project starts in 2002 and it is being updated continuously since then. This Master 

Thesis aims to improve KNAS model. Updating a model that already exists in forest 

classification allows improving accuracy in problematic classes and takes advantage of the 

experience acquired during the years of project development.  

  
1.2 Aim  

This Master Thesis has two aims: 

 

1. Integrate NH LiDAR point cloud information and spectral data to improve forest habitat 

classification in KNAS implementation. 

2. Determine the contribution of LiDAR information to classification accuracy.  
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2.  Background 

2.1 Swedish national vegetation mapping  

Forest is an important resource in Sweden and it produces largest exports of the country 

(Swedish Forest Agency, 2012). Forest mapping at a national level provides information about 

the distribution of forest types. The most detailed geodatabases that exist covering the whole 

Sweden are the following (Törnqvist & Engdal, 2012): 

 

̵ KNAS (continuous habitat mapping of protected areas) developed by Swedish 

Environmental Protection Agency (2004) and Metria (2009). It focuses on mapping 

protected areas. Resolution is 10 x 10 m. 

̵ kNN k Nearest Neighbors supported by Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, 

Swedish Forest Agency, Swedish National Space Board, RESE, SUFOR and SLU 

(2010, 2005 and 2000). The product contains age, height, species and timber stocks 

of forest land in the country with 25 x 25 m resolution. 

̵ Natura 2000 and protected areas inventory from Swedish Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA, Naturvårdverket). The project is carried out during 2004-2008 and it 

provides information about vegetation structures and species (Swedish Environmental 

Protection Agency, 2009). 

̵ Meadows and Pastures Inventory (Ängs- och betesmarksinventeringen) from Swedish 

Board of Agriculture (Jordbruksverket). Inventory is held during 2002-2004 and it gives 

information about valuable grasslands in the country (Persson, 2005) . Results are 

available in TUVA database.   

̵ Cleared forest areas by Swedish Forest Agency. 

̵ Cropped land database from Swedish Board of Agriculture. 

 

CadasterENV is a project with the objective of producing a land cover map over whole Sweden. 

Some areas are already produced: Stockholm, Östergötland and Västerbotten. The project is 

financed by European Space Agency (ESA). Users of CadasterENV are: Swedish 

Environmental Protection Agency, County Administration Boards of Sweden, the Board of 

Agriculture, Statistics Sweden, the Swedish Forest Agency, The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral 

and Land Registration Authority, and Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU). 
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2.2 KNAS 

KNAS is an acronym of “Kontinuerlig Naturtypskartering av Skyddade områden” which can be 

translated into English as continuous habitat mapping of protected areas. The main goal of 

KNAS is to provide information about how different forest types are distributed in protected 

areas in Sweden. These protected areas are national parks, nature reserves, conservation 

areas, Natura-2000 areas, areas to be protected and DOS-object areas. It allows 

discriminating between productive and protected forest zones. This information is used mainly 

by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency to developed strategies in environmental 

protection. It is also used for reporting vegetation distribution at a national and international 

level.  

 

The project starts in 2002 and it is continuously being updated as geographic information 

develops. KNAS 3 is used in this study. KNAS is updated in 2008 with satellite images from 

2005-2008. Something that allows updating the existing information about the vegetation types 

in reserved areas and to improve the resolution of the maps (Jönsson, 2009).  

2.2.1 KNAS data sources 

KNAS 3 uses different data sources (Jönsson, 2009): 

 

- Satellite data:  

- Green, Red, NIR, MIR bands from SPOT-5 and SPOT-4 (2005-2006). 

Resolution is 10 m for SPOT-5 (being 20 m resolution for MIR band) and 20 m 

for SPOT-4. 

- Four spectral bands of IRS-P6 with 23.5 m resolution.  

- SPOT-4 data from 1999. 

- Terrain and road maps, and GSD data from Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land 

Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet). 

- Meadows and Pastures Inventory from Swedish Board of Agriculture 

(Jordbruksverket). 

- Previous KNAS mapping. 

- Clear-cut areas database from Swedish Forest Agency (Swedish Forest Agency). 

- VIC-Natur, Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (Naturvårdsverket) central 

register of protected areas. It contains information about the borders of national parks, 

nature reserves, conservation areas, Natura-2000 areas, areas to be protected and 

DOS-object areas.  

- Vegetation maps from aerial photo interpretation in Öland region. 

- Reference information: Biotope Protection Areas (Nyckelbiotoper), forest values, 

inventories, black and white orthophotos with 2 m resolution, satellite data from Landsat 

from the 1980s. 
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2.2.2 KNAS classes 

KNAS classes are divided in two groups: forest classes, and classes outside forest and bellow 

pre-mountain border (Figure 1). Forest classes are carried out from segmented satellite 

images where segments are at least 100 m2. The other classes are obtained outside the forest 

classes by combining GSD data, Meadows and Pastures Inventory and terrain and road maps. 

 

A polygon is classified as forest if its canopy cover is > 30 %. Dimension of polygons are at 

least 900 m2 when using terrain maps and at least 2500 m2 when using road maps. When it 

comes to large agricultures zones with forest spots, forest polygons can be as small as 100 

m2. Bog soil polygons are at least 2500 m2 (Jönsson, 2009).  

 

 

Figure 1: KNAS classes. Images from County Administrative Board, Swedish Society for Nature 

Conservation, Swedish Forest Agency and Jordbruksverket. 
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Forest classes are normalized so they match the classes used by The Swedish Mapping, 

Cadastral and Land Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet). All the classes are mapped inside 

the areas that are considered forest areas by The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land 

Registration Authority. There are twelve forest classes. 

 

Outside forest areas there are another thirteen classes that are included in KNAS. These 

classes are obtained by using GSD data and Meadows and Pastures Inventory combined with 

The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration Authority.  GSD has 25 m resolution 

so classes based on this data get rougher borders than other classes that are obtained from 

data with 10 m resolution (Jönsson, 2009). More information about these classes can be found 

in The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration Authority (GSD-Sverigekartor, 

2013). 

 

2.2.3 KNAS Implementation 

KNAS implementation appears in Figure 2. Forest areas that appear in Swedish Mapping, 

Cadastral and Land Registration Authority mapping are used to make a mask where forest 

classes are performed. Data from Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration 

Authority, GSD and Meadows and pasture inventory are used (Jönsson, 2009).  

 

Satellite images that are used in the model are chosen manually by going through the satellite 

scenes available from 2005 and forward. Initially, scenes from 2005-2006 are used. Later on 

in the project, satellite scenes from 2007 and 2008 are added to the model to complete areas 

where visibility is covered by clouds.  

 

Change image is done by image differencing between the new satellite scene and a scene 

from 1999. MIR band is used in this step. This leads to determine clear-cut and growing areas. 

 

Clear-cut and growing areas, obtained by change detection, are separated by thresholding. 

This step is performed manually by an operator, supported on reference data. Areas < 0.5 ha 

are excluded. 

 

The newest satellite scene is segmented. Each segment gets the mean value of the pixels that 

form it. The goal of this step is to get segments that contain only one forest class. The result 

of this process is rasterized and used as a base for the classification.  
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Maximum likelihood is used as classification technique for forest classes. Training areas for 

clear-cut and growing forest are selected manually. For the rest of areas, where no changes 

are detected, training areas selection is semi-automatic because they are taken automatically 

from the existing database and improved manually with support on reference data and image 

statistics. Improvements are made in the borders of the training areas because the last update 

of KNAS has 10 m resolution but previously was 30 m (Jönsson, 2009).  

 

After classification, the results are combined with other data in data fusion. In this step e.g. 

deciduous forest is merged to swamp areas forming the deciduous swamp forest class. 

 

All reserved areas bigger than 1 ha are controlled visually to check classification accuracy. 

When results are obtained, statistics are calculated for the objects and are stored in VIC-Natur 

database. This database is continuously being updated (Jönsson, 2009). 

 

  

Figure 2: KNAS implementation. 
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2.3 LiDAR data 

2.3.1 Swedish national laser scanning 

NH is an acronym of “Nationell höjdmodell” or the national elevation model (NH Lantmäteriet, 

2016). The product is produced from data from airborne laser scanning and it is managed by 

The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet) to improve 

the precision of the existing height model in the country. The previous height model has 50 m 

resolution and a standard error of 2 m which is not accurate enough to use it e.g. for flood risk 

analysis (Rost, 2012). Production for the new national elevation model starts in 2009 and it 

has the following requirements (Rost, 2012): 0.5 minimum point/m2, multiple returns in each 

laser pulse, +/- 20 degrees as maximum scanning angle, minimum 20 % overlap between flight 

lines, minimum 200 m overlap between scanning areas, 0.2 m of standard error on plane areas 

in elevation and 0.6 m on standard error on plane areas in plane; and 0.5 m of standard error 

for interpolated points for elevation model.  

 

The elevation model is delivered by Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land Registration 

Authority (Lantmäteriet) with 2 meter resolution. All elevation data is georeferenced in 

SWEREF 99 TM and RH 2000.  

 

Point cloud elevation data is also delivered by The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and Land 

Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet). Data is delivered in LAS format. Sweden is divided in 

398 scan areas (Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3: NH scan areas. Base map from ArcGIS. 
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2.3.2 LiDAR LAS format 

LAS format is developed by the American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing 

(ASPRS). This binary file format is created to help interchanging LiDAR data between users. 

Because of the large dimension of the data, LiDAR data is usually provided in different and 

separated files.  

 

Since 2008 the classification in LAS files is normalized according to LAS 1.2 specification 

(ASPR, 2008). This classification is shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: LAS files normalized classification (ASPR, 2008). 

Classification value Class 

0 Never Classified 

1 Unassigned 

2 Ground 

3 Low vegetation 

4 Medium vegetation 

5 High vegetation 

6 Building 

7 Noise 

8 Model key 

9 Water 

 

 

2.3.3 Applications of LiDAR in forestry 

Light Detection and Ranging LiDAR is a sensor that sends a light pulse which disperses 

according to the different material that meets. Some part of the energy of the light pulse comes 

back to the sensor where its intensity and travel time is used to calculate e.g. the heights of 

the elements of the study area (Figure 4). The recorded data is a large cloud point which can 

be used to analyze the vertical structure of the elements that exists in the study zone.  
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LiDAR point cloud data is processed to get different information. The most common application 

of LiDAR is to get digital elevation models from the terrain or the surface. These digital 

elevation models lead to obtain height models. LiDAR is also used to carry out forest structural 

parameters. Forest applications of LiDAR include determining forest structures and estimating 

forest inventory (Akay, et al., 2009).  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Multiple return LiDAR on vegetation. 

 

Airborne LiDAR data allows retrieving forest structural parameters as (van Leeuwen & 

Nieuwenhuis, 2010): mean height and predominant tree height, plot level tree height estimates, 

canopy height models (CHM) which represents the height of the canopy forming a 

georeferenced 3D model of the forest, single tree height estimates, leaf area index (LAI is the 

area covered by leaves if they are projected on the ground, refer to ground area), fractional 

cover (it is the fraction of the ground which is covered by tree crowns), canopy height profiles 

(which are foliage structure or how leafs are distributed in the crown), species classification 

from LiDAR intensity values, canopy density (e.g. the ratio between laser returns over height 

threshold and total number of returns), and height percentiles above ground (e.g. in the case 

of percentile 95, the number 95 is the percentage of laser returns above a threshold, that exist 

below the height indicated by the height percentile).  

 

 

First return 

Last return 

Multiple return 
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2.3.4 LiDAR-derived information used in previous st udies 

Spectral data gives information about the horizontal structure of the vegetation while LiDAR-

derived information describes the vertical structure of the vegetation. This means that some 

classes that are difficult to classify using only with spectral data, can be improved using also 

LiDAR information. It is important to decide what information is extracted from the LiDAR point 

cloud. Depending on the LiDAR-derived information, the results for the combination of LiDAR 

and spectral data vary, giving accuracies at different levels. LiDAR-derived data used in this 

type of researches are (Table 2):  

 

- Digital elevation model  (DEM) obtained from Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) 

from bare earth surface return (Bork & Su, 2007; Kempeneers, et al., 2009; Ke, et al., 

2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012). DEM allows carrying out: slope, 

aspect, and compound topographic parameters. 

- Digital surface elevation model  (DSM) obtained from TIN on the first return (Hill & 

Thompson, 2005; Bork & Su, 2007; Ke, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Singh, et al., 

2012).  

- Digital terrain model  (DTM) (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Arroyo, et al., 2009; Jones, et 

al., 2010; Dalponte, et al., 2012).  

- Canopy height model  (CHM) (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Koetz, et al., 2008; Holmgren, 

et al., 2008; Arroyo, et al., 2009; Erdody & Moskal, 2009; Ke, et al., 2010; Jones, et al., 

2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Chen, et al., 2012; Singh, et al., 2012). 

- Canopy density (CD) (Koetz, et al., 2008; Erdody & Moskal, 2009; Garcia, et al., 2011; 

Nordkvist, et al., 2012). 

- Percentiles (P) in raster format (Garcia, et al., 2011; Haywood & Stone, 2011; 

Nordkvist, et al., 2012). 

- Mean height, standard deviation of mean height (M, Std) (Garcia, et al., 2011). 

- Volumetric canopy profiles  (CVP) by determining volume and orientation of 

vegetation within canopy (Jones, et al., 2010). 

- Intensity  (I) (Holmgren, et al., 2008; Ke, et al., 2010; Singh, et al., 2012). 

- Range, kurtosis and probability distribution  (PD) (Garcia, et al., 2011).  

- Skewness and coefficient of variation (Garcia, et al., 2011; Haywood & Stone, 

2011). 

- Plant projective cover  (PPC) (Arroyo, et al., 2009) and leaf area index  (LAI) (Tian, et 

al., 2010). 
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Table 2: Literature review of LiDAR-derived information aimed to be combined to spectral data. Digital 

elevation model (DEM), digital surface model (DSM), digital terrain model (DTM), canopy height model 

(CHM), canopy density (CD), percentiles (P), volumetric canopy profiles (CVP), intensity (I), plant 

projective cover (PPC), leaf area index (LAI), mean height and standard deviation of mean height (M, 

Std), probability distribution (PD). 

Reference DEM DSM DTM CHM CD P CVP I PPC LAI M,Std PD 

(Nordkvist, et al., 2012) X    X X       

(Ke, et al., 2010) X X  X    X     

(Dalponte, et al., 2012)   X          

(Jones, et al., 2010)   X X   X      

(Bork & Su, 2007) X X           

(Sasaki, et al., 2011) X X  X         

(Hill & Thompson, 2005)  X X X         

(Garcia, et al., 2011)     X X     X X 

(Arroyo, et al., 2009)   X X     X    

(Kempeneers, et al., 2009) X            

(Holmgren, et al., 2008)    X    X     

(Tian, et al., 2010)          X   

(Chen, et al., 2012)    X         

(Erdody & Moskal, 2009)    X X        

(Singh, et al., 2012)  X  X    X     

 
 

Researches in combining LiDAR-derived data with spectral information for vegetation 

classification show different accuracy results depending on the LiDAR-derived data that is 

used. Height percentiles and canopy density together with spectral data achieves high overall 

accuracy results. These results in accuracy are higher than the ones achieved using only a 

percentile with spectral data; or only vegetation ratio with spectral data (Nordkvist, et al., 2012). 

The use of volumetric canopy profiles contributes satisfactory to increase the accuracy of 

vegetation classification compared to using canopy height models (Jones, et al., 2010). Digital 

terrain model can be obtained whether from high and low density LiDAR. Statistics and 

probability parameters as mean height, standard deviation of mean height, range, skewness, 

kurtosis and coefficient of variation are based on the distribution of the returns found in the 

canopy. These parameters explain how vegetation is structured vertically (Garcia, et al., 2011). 
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2.4 Integration of LiDAR and spectral data for imag e classification 

The combination of spectral and LiDAR-derived information is very promising in the area of 

vegetation mapping. Some techniques are already developed in this area and they have 

achieved good results in terms of classification accuracy of vegetation. However, it is a 

relatively new area and many different ways of integration and classification are tested and 

can be found in the literature. There is no technique that can be applied to all cases, neither a 

classification method that gives perfect results. In many cases, the integration of classification 

methods that are used cannot be replicated because they involve the use of field work or 

interpretation of aerial photography. It is very difficult to repeat exactly all steps followed in a 

method, because many methods include steps that are performed manually. There is a need 

for optimized and/or automated methods that can be widely used. 

 

Some researchers are already working on assessing these goals. Interesting literature is found 

on integration of spectral and LiDAR data. These researches reveal that higher accuracies in 

vegetation classification are achieved using spectral-LiDAR data sets, compared to accuracies 

using either spectral or LiDAR alone (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Bork & Su, 2007; Ke, et al., 2010; 

Jones, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012; Dalponte, et al., 2012) In 

general, all articles follow a common pattern. First data sets based only on spectral data and 

LiDAR data are processed separately and a classification technique is performed giving some 

results. Then data sets from spectral-LiDAR data are produced and processed. Their results 

are also recorded. Finally, results from different data sets are compared, generally using 

overall accuracy or kappa coefficient.  

 

It is difficult to give a general conclusion on what vegetation class benefits most from the 

introduction of LiDAR in a methodology which is already built up on spectral data. Many factors 

play a role in the final result of a classification and it is hard to compare results from different 

research.   
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2.4.1 Integration of LiDAR and multispectral inform ation for vegetation classification 

The way of integrating LiDAR data and multispectral data in a model occurs during 

segmentation (Arroyo, et al., 2009; Ke, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011), maximum likelihood 

classification (Nordkvist, et al., 2012), decision tree classification (Nordkvist, et al., 2012; Ke, 

et al., 2010) or SVM (Kempeneers, et al., 2009; Dalponte, et al., 2012). 

 

The overall classification accuracy using spectral-LiDAR data is greater than the classification 

accuracy when using only LiDAR or satellite data (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Bork & Su, 2007; 

Ke, et al., 2010; Jones, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Garcia, et al., 2011; Dalponte, et al., 

2012; Nordkvist, et al., 2012).  

 

A study is performed in western Gävle in Sweden on an area covered by hemiboreal forest 

(Pinus sylvestris, Picea Abies and Betula spp.) and mires (Nordkvist, et al., 2012). This 

research is included in EMMA project (Environmental Mapping and Monitoring with Airborne 

Laser and Digital images). This study uses SPOT satellite and LiDAR data, together with 

reference data. The vegetation reference data consisted on sample plots selected both 

randomly and in areas where deciduous and mixed classes exist (deciduous and mixed 

classes are less frequent) from color-infrared aerial photos. Within these plots, the following 

parameters are carried out (digital aerial photo stereo models): mean tree height, composition 

of tree species (% of canopy cover), diffuse canopy cover (%) and vegetation class. 

 

Seven classes are object to classification (Nordkvist, et al., 2012): clear-cut, young, coniferous 

(5 – 15 m height), coniferous (> 15 m height), deciduous, mixed forest and mire. Mires are 

wetlands covered by < 30 % of forest with < 5 m height. The classification is done by using 

maximum likelihood and decision tree. The integration of LiDAR and satellite data is done at 

the classification step. Vegetation radio and percentile 90 are run as bands, together with the 

four SPOT bands in the maximum likelihood algorithm. In decision tree classification, 

information from both LiDAR and SPOT are used at different steps. 

 

Results from this research show an overall accuracy of 55.8 % when using the four SPOT 

bands. This is because it exists confusion between the two height groups in the coniferous 

classes. Using LiDAR alone (percentile 50 and percentile 90), the overall accuracy is 50.4 %. 

This accuracy improves up to 58.5 % when adding canopy density. Single trees in clear-cut 

areas affect the percentiles, making them similar to those percentiles in higher forest classes. 

Using SPOT data together with percentile 50 and canopy density reaches an accuracy of 70 

% (Nordkvist, et al., 2012).  

 

Decision tree classification of SPOT, percentile 90 and vegetation ratio achieves an accuracy 

of 71.9 %. Kappa analysis shows that this method is better than the previous one with a 

confidence level > 99 % (Nordkvist, et al., 2012) but being their overall accuracies similar.  
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Some classes benefit more than other by the integration of LiDAR to the image classification. 

Classes that can be distinguish vertically, for example young forest, get most advantage of 

mixing LiDAR and spectral information.  This is not the case of deciduous classes where 

classification accuracy is high using only spectral information. Coniferous seem to reach 

highest classification accuracy from LiDAR data alone. 

 

Results are also positive in case of using QuickBird data, instead of SPOT, combined with 

LiDAR data and reference data (Arroyo, et al., 2009; Ke, et al., 2010). Reference data is formed 

by polygons generated by forest inventory plots collected from 2001 to 2004, maps, aerial 

photographs, and other field surveys. In this case five forest classes are classified using object-

based classification. These forest classes are: Norway spruce, pine, hemlock, larch and 

deciduous. Three segmentations are applied: segmentation from only spectral image layers, 

segmentation based on LiDAR-derived layers; and segmentation based on both spectral and 

LiDAR-derived layers. Decision tree is chosen as classification technique after segmentation. 

Object-based metrics are calculated to assist the decision tree. Image object metrics include 

spectral, topographic height and intensity categories.  

 

LiDAR is integrated to QuickBird during the segmentation process and also during decision 

tree classification. The highest classification accuracy is registered in classifications that use 

both spectral and LiDAR-derived metrics. Classification using only LiDAR-derived metrics 

reaches lower accuracy than using both spectral and LiDAR-derived metrics. Classification 

with only spectral metrics reaches lowest accuracy (Ke, et al., 2010).  

 

LiDAR-derived information helps in case of a forest stand where there are spectral differences 

due to relief displacement and shadows. LiDAR reveals height among species and thus helps 

to discriminate them from each other. LiDAR increases contrast between stands formed by 

coniferous and deciduous species leading to produce a better segmentation (Ke, et al., 2010). 

 

GeoEye-1 is also used in forest classification to provide spectral data. GeoEye-1 data together 

with LiDAR, field data collection and photo interpretation achieves higher classification 

accuracy using support vector machine (SVM), compared to only using spectral data 

(Dalponte, et al., 2012).  

 

Combination of LiDAR and aerial images together with the set of ground truth plots highlights 

the advantages of integrating LiDAR and multispectral data for vegetation classification of 

homogeneous environments (Bork & Su, 2007).  Three types of images are carried out: original 

mosaic image (full set of signatures), hybrid color composite (where red/blue spectral ratio is 

taken as red band) and HIS (Hue, Intensity, Saturation) components.  
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Maximum likelihood classification is run on the three images for classifying both: three general 

vegetation classes (deciduous forest, shrubland and grassland) and eight detailed vegetation 

classes (freshwater meadow, saline meadow, fescue grassland, mixed prairie grassland, 

western snowberry shrublands, silverberry shrublands, closed aspen forest, semi-open aspen 

forest). This process is again performed but this time including spectral and LiDAR data. 

Classification is performed using only LiDAR data to classify six classes: Closed aspen forest, 

semi-open aspen forest, silverberry, mixed prairie, fescue grassland and freshwater meadow 

(Bork & Su, 2007). 

 

The classification of the three general vegetation classes from only spectral data registers 

greatest accuracy for the hybrid color composite (74.6 %). The vegetation class with best 

accuracy in this case is bare ground. HIS achieves lowest accuracy. For the eight classes 

using only spectral data the highest overall accuracy is obtained for the hybrid color composite 

(59.4 %) (Bork & Su, 2007). 

 

Classification of three vegetation types from the integration of both LiDAR and digital images 

leads to 91 % overall accuracy of final map. This classification scheme takes advantage from 

the ability of LiDAR data to separate aspen forest and grassland with high accuracy and the 

ability of hybrid color composite to separate scrubland. Classification of complex vegetation 

types (eight classes) from both spectral-LiDAR gives an overall accuracy of 80.3 %. Closed 

and semi-open aspen are separated with LiDAR. Mixed prairie is extracted with LiDAR. Fescue 

grassland is separated with HIS. Finally, Silverberry and western berry are distinguished using 

the hybrid color composite (Bork & Su, 2007). 

 

Table 3 and 4 show studies that uses multispectral and LiDAR data, how these two data 

sources are combined (in what step of the model), overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. 

 

Table 3: Literature overview about integration of LiDAR and multispectral information for image 

classification. 

Reference Segmentation Maximum likelihood  Decision tree SVM 

(Nordkvist, et al., 2012)  X X  

(Ke, et al., 2010) X  X  

(Dalponte, et al., 2012)    X 

(Sasaki, et al., 2011) X X X  

(Garcia, et al., 2011)   X X 

(Arroyo, et al., 2009) X   X 

(Kempeneers, et al., 2009)    X 
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Table 4: Overview of studies that combines LiDAR and multispectral data for forest or rangeland 

classification. Highest achieved overall accuracy (OA) and kappa coefficient (k) when integrating LiDAR-

derived and multispectral data. Accuracies in %. 

Reference OA  k Number classes Methodology 

     

(Nordkvist, et al., 
2012) 

71.9 >99 7 classes:  

Clear-cut, Young, Coniferous (5-
15 m), coniferous (> 15 m), 
deciduous, mixed and mire 

Decision tree with 
SPOT bands, 
percentile 90 and 
canopy density 

     

(Ke, et al., 2010) 94 92 6 classes:  

Norway spruce, red pine, 
hemlock, tamarack larch, 
deciduous and non-forest 

Spectral QuickBird and 
LiDAR  topographic 
and height information 
at 250 scale in 
segmentation 

     

(Dalponte, et al., 2012) 63.0 62.4 8 classes:  

Silver fir, European beech, 
European larch, Norway spruce, 
mugo pine, Scots pine, other 
broadleaf and non-forest  

Spectral bands and 
maximum height (from 
LiDAR data) in SVM 

     

(Sasaki, et al., 2011) 48 42 16 classes:  

Bamboo, Cinnamomum 
camphora (Health), Cinnamomum 
camphora (Poor growth), 
Cryptomeria japonica, 
Liquidambar, Metasequoia and 
Taxodium, Pine, Platanus 
acerifolia, Populus alba, Prunus, 
Quercus acutissima, Quercus 
glauca, Quercus phillyraeoides, 
Quercus serrate, Ulmus parvifolia, 
and Zelkova serrate 

Decision tree with 
spectral image 
information and height 
model derived from 
LiDAR 

     

(Arroyo, et al., 2009) 85.6 83.7 5 classes:  

Riparian vegetation, streambed, 
bare ground, woodlands and 
rangelands 

SVM using vegetation 
height together with 
QuickBird bands 

     

(Kempeneers, et al., 
2009) 

71 68 14 classes:  

Marram dune, moss dune, dune 
grassland, dune slack, 
Calamagrostis epigeios, Rosa 
pimpinellifolia, Hippophae 
rhamnoides, Salix repens, 
Crataegus monogyna, Salix 
cinerea, broadleaf trees, 
coniferous woodland, bare sand 
and shadow 

LiDAR-derived 
elevation values and 4 
spectral bands 
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2.4.2 Integration of LiDAR and hyperspectral inform ation for vegetation classification 

This Master thesis focuses on the use of multispectral data and LiDAR for forest classification. 

It is though interesting to make some notes on the use of hyperspectral and LiDAR combination 

for forest classification. Classification accuracy using hyperspectral data combined with LiDAR 

data is higher than the accuracy when classifying only hyperspectral data (Jones, et al., 2010; 

Hill & Thompson, 2005; Dalponte, et al., 2012).  

 

The study of Dalponte et al. (2012) compares datasets from by hyperspectral and LiDAR data 

and datasets with multispectral (GeoEye-1) and LiDAR data. Hyperspectral data gives more 

accurate results than multispectral data for classification of tree species. Species as Norway 

spruce and silver fir are not well discriminated using multispectral data, but well when using 

hyperspectral data. This is also the case of broadleaf structures. Most of bands chosen from 

hyperspectral data are in the red-edge region. GeoEye-1 is not capable to provide information 

in this spectrum area, therefore its limitation to produce accurate results. Some classes have 

similar results for both hyperspectral and multispectral datasets e.g. mugo pine, Scots pine 

and non-forest (Dalponte, et al., 2012).  

 

In case of classiying only three general classes (coniferous, Broadleaf and non-forest)  there 

is no big difference in accuracy when using hyperspectral of multispectral data (Dalponte, et 

al., 2012). 
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3. Study areas and data description 

3.1 Study areas 

Three areas are studied in this project: Linköping, Vilhelmina and Örnskölsdvik. These areas 

are chosen for having different landscapes and they are expected to benefit from the 

introduction of LiDAR data in the model. The area of Linköping contains wood pasture while 

Vilhelmina zone has many areas of pre-mountain woodland and Örnsköldsvik area includes 

the High Coast. Figure 5 shows the location of the SPOT-5 scenes.  

 

 

Figure 5: Study areas in Vilhelmina, Örnsköldsvik and Linköping. Base map from ArcGIS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Linköping 

Örnsköldsvik 

Vilhelmina 
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3.2 Data description 

3.2.1 Satellite data 

Three SPOT-5 satellite scenes are used in this study (Figure 6) for the areas of Linköping 

(2005-07-10), Vilhelmina (2005-09-02) and Örnskölsdvik (2006-09-07). The scenes are 

chosen between july and september and with least cloud cover.   

 

 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 6: Satellite scenes. a) Linköping. b) Vilhelmina. c) Örnskölsdvik. 

 

Four SPOT-5 bands are used (Table 5). The resolution for these bands is 10 m for green, red 

and near infrared (NIR) and 20 m for middle infrared (MIR). 

 

Table 5: SPOT-5 spectral bands used in this project. 

Band Spectral band Resolution  

B1 Green 0.50 - 0.59  µm 10 x 10 m 

B2 Red 0.61 - 0.68  µm 10 x 10 m 

B3 NIR 0.78 – 0.89  µm 10 x 10 m 

B4 MIR 1.58 – 1.75  µm 20 x 20 m 

 

 

Cloud mask is produced in 10 m resolution. It is a binary raster that indicates whether it exist 

cloud or not. If value is 0 it means that there are no clouds and 1 value express the existence 

of clouds. 
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3.2.2 Forest mask 

Forest mask is a raster file containing areas covered by forest. It has two values, being 1 when 

there is forest and 0 when there is no forest. Images appear in Figure 7. Resolution is 10 m. 

The forest mask is produced by Metria from satellite images from 2005 and 2006 and it is 

included in KNAS 3 production.  

 

 

   
a) b) c) 

Figure 7: Forest mask. a) Linköping. b) Vilhelmina. c) Örnskölsdvik. 

 

3.2.3 LiDAR data 

Three scan areas from airborne laser scanning from The Swedish Mapping, Cadastral and 

Land Registration Authority (Lantmäteriet) are used in this study. 10C011, 11F015 and 

09G008 are the scan areas corresponding study areas of Linköping, Örnskölsdvik and 

Vilhelmina.  

 

Each scan area is delivered in around 200 LAS files (Figure 8). Each of these files covers an 

area of 2.5 x 2.5 km. These 200 files are named after their belonging scan area, coordinates 

and area so e.g. the file name: “10C011_64500_5250_25.las” stands for 10C011 scan area, 

6450000 UTM Y coordinate, 525000 UTM X coordinate and 25 km2 area. Coordinates are the 

ones in the upper left corner of each 2.5 x 2.5 km grid.  

 

LiDAR coverage image depicts the point density in the scanned data (Figure 8). Black areas 

are zones with very low density or lack of returns. These zones are usually areas covered by 

water. Depicted in blue are areas with high point density while areas with lower point density 

are depicted in green. High point density corresponds to the areas where two or more flight 

lines overlap.  
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                         a)                                            b) 

Figure 8: Example of 10C011 NH laser scan area in Linköping. a) LiDAR coverage. b) LAS grid. 

 

The point cloud data has three ASPR classes (Table 1): unclassified (class 1), ground (class 

2) and water (class 9). Figure 9 shows a profile of NH laser point cloud in a forest area where 

green points are unclassified points and orange points classified as ground. Fugro viewer is 

used to visualize point cloud laser data.  

 

Number of flight lines, number of point records, point spacing and number of points that are 

classified as unclassified, ground or water vary depending on the scan area (Table 6).  

 

 

 

Figure 9: Profile of NH laser point cloud in a forest area. Green points are unclassified points and orange 

points classified as ground.  
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Table 6: NH LiDAR data description in Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina. 

Scan area and information Flight lines and color points by elevation 

 
Linköping 
NH scan area: 10C011 
Scan date: between 11-04-28 and 11-05-30 
Number of flight lines: 24 
Number of point records: 1672394362 
Point spacing:  
  All returns 0.84 points/m2 

  Last only 0.93 points/m2   
ASPR classes:  
  Unclassified (1): 835237485  points 
  Ground (2): 799794383  points 
  Water (9): 37362494  points 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Örnskölsdvik  
NH scan area: 11F015 
Scan date: between 12-07-26 and 12-08-28 
Number of flight lines: 31 
Number of point records: 1763096116 
Point spacing:  
  All returns 0.81 points/m2 

  Last only 0.91 points/m2   
ASPR classes:  
  Unclassified (1): 1022955580  points 
  Ground (2): 634278267  points 
  Water (9): 105862269  points 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Vilhelmina  
NH scan area: 09G008 
Scan date: between 12-08-17 and 12-09-12 
Number of flight lines: 31 
Number of point records: 1267104445 
Point spacing:  
  All returns 0.96 points/m2 

  Last only 1.00 points/m2   
ASPR classes:  
  Unclassified (1): 628083442  points 
  Ground (2): 621671746  points 
  Water (9): 17349257  points 
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4. Methodology 

4.1 General workflow  

Due to the complexity of KNAS model, which involves the use of many data sources, it is 

decided to perform a simplified KNAS method which excludes fusion, control and editing last 

steps (Figure 2) and uses SVM as classification technique instead of MLC. Ten KNAS forest 

classes are selected for this study. 

 

The study is performed in the intersected area between the satellite scenes and the three NH 

scan areas and inside the forest mask. Data is delivered in SWEREF 99 projection and RH 

2000 height system. These reference systems are kept for all data in the present work.  

 

No radriometric calibration is performed on the SPOT-5 images in Linköping, Örnskölsdvik and 

Vilhelmina. Raw Digital Numbers values are used because the scenes are analyzed separately 

and they are not used for change detection or for carrying out physical models (Erdody & 

Moskal, 2009). This implies that the analysis is carried out with the Digital Numbers of the 

delivered scenes and not with reflectance values.  

 

The first classification scheme consists of a simplified KNAS model which has as input data 

SPOT-5 bands (Green, Red, NIR and MIR), cloud mask and forest mask (Figure 10). 

Segmentation is performed in eCognition together with the forest mask and segments are 

produced. Each segment contains mean values for each of the spectral bands. Support vector 

machine classifier is used in Matlab to classify 10 classes in the region of Linköping and 8 

classes in Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina. Training areas and ground truth are produced to train 

the classifier and to perform the accuracy assessment through the computation of error 

matrixes, producer’s and user’s accuracy, overall accuracy and kappa analysis. 

 

The second classification scheme includes the same four spectral bands from SPOT-5 and 

nine LiDAR-derived layers: percentile 99, mean height image, standard deviation image, digital 

elevation model, total canopy density, canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, canopy density 

between 2 and 10 m, canopy density between 10 and 20 m and canopy density between 20 

and 50 m. Spectral-LiDAR data is fused data during segmentation. After segmentation, each 

segment includes average values for the spectral bands and for all LiDAR-derived files. 

Segments are classified in Matlab with support vector machine. Training areas are used for 

training the classifier. Accuracy assessment is performed with validation areas.  
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Results from accuracy assessment are used to compare both classification schemes. 

Accuracy assessment of spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes provides 

information about the advantages of introducing LiDAR-derived data in forest classification.  

 

LAStools is used for processing LiDAR data, eCognition Developer 8 is used in segmentation, 

Matlab R2015b for classification, ArcGIS 10.3.1 for visualization of results, reference data and 

collecting training and validation areas, Fugro Viewer is used for visualization of LiDAR data 

and Miner 3D Enterprise is used for analyzing segment values in training and validation areas.  

 

  
 

 

Figure 10: General workflow. 
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4.2 Classes 

Ten forest classes are chosen for this study (Figure 11) in the area of Linköping: Scots pine, 

Norway spruce, mixed conifer forest, mixed forest, broadleaf forest, selected valuable 

broadleaf forest, potential selected valuable broadleaf forest, young forest, clear-cut and not 

productive. These classes are taken from KNAS and the KNAS class “young forest including 

clear-cut forest” is split in two classes: young forest and clear-cut.  

 

Selected valuable broadleaf forest and potential selected valuable broadleaf forest are 

suppressed from the analysis of the areas of Örnskölsdvik and Vilhelmina because of these 

forest types do not exist in these areas. 

 

 

Figure 11: KNAS forest classes used in this study. Images from County Administrative Board, Swedish 

Society for Nature Conservation, Swedish Forest Agency and Swedish Board of Agriculture. 
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Classes are described in detail bellow (Jönsson, 2009): 

 

Scots pine ( Pinus sylvestris). Tallskog. Class 1. 

- Productive forest where > 70 % of the timber consists of Scots pine. 

- Low density pine forest can be misclassified as mixed forest because gaps are filled 

up with bushes which can be taken as deciduous forest. 

 

Norway spruce ( Picea abies). Granskog. Class 2. 

- Productive forest where > 70 % of the timber consists of Norway spruce. 

- Low density spruce forest can be misclassified as mixed forest because gaps are filled 

up with bushes which can be taken as deciduous forest. Spruce and shadow areas 

have similar spectral characteristics. This can make that some shadow areas are 

misclassified as spruce, resulting in an overestimation of spruce.  

 

Mixed conifer forest. Barrblandskog. Class 3. 

- Productive forest where > 70 % of the timber consists of pine or spruce, but none of 

these species are > 70 % alone. 

- Low density mixed conifer forest can be misclassified as mixed forest because gaps 

are filled up with bushes which can be taken as deciduous forest. 

 

Mixed forest. Lövblandad barrskog. Class 4. 

- Productive forest where neither deciduous nor coniferous trees represent > 70 % of 

timber. 

- Low density mixed forest can be misclassified as mixed forest because gaps are filled 

up with bushes which can be taken as deciduous forest.  

 

Broadleaf forest. Triviallövskog. Class 5. 

- Productive forest where > 70 of the timber is deciduous forest. 

- High density deciduous broadleaf forest (e.g. Corylus avellana, Alnus glutinosa growing 

on swamp) can be confused with selected valuable broadleaf forest and potential 

selected valuable broadleaf forest. 

- In low-density paths, fertile soil can lead to a misclassification of this class so it gets 

selected valuable broadleaf forest or potential selected valuable broadleaf forest. 

- Pastures with high grazing pressure and areas covered by stone existing in sparse 

forest may be mapped as not productive. 
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Selected valuable broadleaf forest. Ädellövskog. Class 6. 

- Productive forest where > 70 % of the timber consists of deciduous trees and inside 

that > 50 % consists of selected valuable broadleaf forest. 

- Dense common hazel forest (Corylus avellana) and dense broadleaf forest (e.g. Alnus 

glutinosa growing on swamp) can be wrong mapped as potential selected valuable 

broadleaf forest. 

- In low-density paths, fertile soil can lead to a misclassification of this class as selected 

valuable broadleaf forest or potential selected valuable broadleaf forest. 

- Pastures with high grazing pressure and areas covered by stone existing in sparse 

forest may be mapped as not productive. 

 

Potential selected valuable broadleaf forests. Triviallövskog med ädellövinslag. Class 7. 

- Productive forest where > 70 % of the timber consists of deciduous trees where 

between 20-50 % selected valuable broadleaf forests. 

- Dense hazel forest and dense and fertile broadleaf forest (e.g. Alnus glutinosa growing 

on swamp) can be wrongly mapped and broadleaf forest. 

- In low-density paths, fertile soil can lead to a misclassification of this class as selected 

valuable broadleaf forest. 

- Pastures with high grazing pressure and areas covered by stone existing in sparse 

forest may be mapped as not productive. 

 

Clear-cut . Hygge. Class 8. 

- Clear-cut areas with vegetation up to 5 m height. 

 

Young forest. Ungskogar. Class 9 

- This class includes: young forest that are up to 40 years old (age may vary depending 

on the area), powerful clearing/thinning, storm and fire damaged zones and power line 

corridors. 

 

Not productive. Impediment. Class 10. 

- Production in these areas is < 1 m3/ha per year. 

- This class generally contains areas covered by bog and mire e.g. sparse Scots pine on 

rocky ground or on mire. 
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4.3 LiDAR-derived data 

LiDAR is interesting in forestry because it allows obtaining vertical structure of the vegetation. 

When forest is scanned, a first return corresponding to the top of the vegetation is registered. 

This first return is intense and it is followed by less intense returns. These other returns are 

from the terrain or vegetation structures existing between the highest vegetation cote and the 

ground. LiDAR raw data can be classified into ground and non-ground points. Ground points 

gives information to generate a terrain model while non-ground points (unclassified) are used 

to generate forest statistics or canopy models. 

 

 

Figure 12: LiDAR-derived workflow. 

 

LiDAR is processed with LAStools software suite (Isenburg, 2013). A script file in MS-DOS is 

set up to automate all tasks involved in the LiDAR data processing, from raw LiDAR data to 

LiDAR-derived data. The script file is saved as batch file and it contains a set of commands 

that executes different LAStools applications. The shell program used to run the batch file is 

cmd.exe, which reads and executes the commands in the batch file line by line. Running 

LAStools using a batch file and command prompt allows automating the execution of different 

LAStools applications, something very beneficial when having several study areas. Batch 

scripts for LiDAR data preparation and LiDAR raster products are in Appendix A. 
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Figure 12 shows all the steps involve in the preparation of point cloud data and the nine LiDAR-

derived rasters that are used: percentile 99, mean height image, standard deviation image, 

digital elevation model, total canopy density, canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, canopy 

density between 2 and 10 m, canopy density between 10 and 20 m and canopy density 

between 20 and 50 m. 

 

A first step is to filter the point data cloud to get a homogeneous point cloud. This is done using 

two filters. A first filter removes unwanted flight lines. A second filter is performed to take away 

overlap between flight lines (Figure 13). In case of overlapping flight lines, points with highest 

scan angle are chosen (Isenburg, 2013).  

 

 

Figure 13: Overlap between flight lines. 

 

Filtered LiDAR data is tiled in smaller files. This action decreases the amount of information in 

each file and prepares the data to be managed in later steps and thus makes computations 

faster. Tiles size and buffer size are 1000 x 1000 m and 50 m respectively.  

 

An incremental Delaunay triangulation is built from ground elevation on the fly. The algorithm 

used to build Delaunay Triangulation is originally described by Bowyer and Watson (Bowyer, 

1981; Watson, 1981). Lines are drawn between points in a dataset to form non-overlapping 

triangles. These non-overlapping triangles start forming a grid of triangles so when a new point 

is added, it forms a new triangle which is added to the triangle grid (Smith, et al., 2013). 

Triangles are checked to make sure that no point inside the Delaunay triangulation is inside 

the circle delimited by the vertices of any triangle (Figure 14). Triangles that do not fulfill this 

requirement are removed from the grid. Figure 15 shows a TIN visualization of the scan areas 

belonging to the regions of Linköping, Örnskölsdvik and Vilhelmina. Only LiDAR points with 

ground class are used to perform the TIN. Digital elevation models are obtained in LAStools 

with 10 m cell size. 
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Figure 14: Delaunay triangulation circle requirement. 

 

 

 
a) 

 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Figure 15: TIN visualization of LiDAR points classified as ground: a) Linköping, b) Örnskölsdvik, c) 

Vilhelmina. Fugro viewer. 
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So far the height for all points is above sea level. Height above ground or normalized height is 

computed as the height of non-ground points above the ground TIN. So for each non-ground 

point, it is determined its Z value and it is computed the differencing from the Z value at the 

TIN at the same X and Y position (Figure 16). Points whose elevation above ground is larger 

than 45 m and smaller than 0.5 m are considered outliers and are neglected. 

 

 h� = Z� − Z��� 

 

 

 

Where: 

hi: Height above ground of point i 

Zi: Elevation above sea level of point i 

ZTIN: Interpolated elevation from ground points 

at position (Xi,Yi)

 

 

 

Figure 16: Height above ground computation. Elevation of non-ground point (Zi), height above ground 

of the point i (hi), interpolated elevation value from ground points at position Xi, Yi (ZTIN). 

 

Height above ground is used to compute forest statistics in 10 m raster cells. These statistics 

are (Figure 12) height percentile 99 above threshold, canopy density above threshold with all 

points, canopy density for different height intervals (0.5 - 2 m, 2 - 10 m, 10 - 20 m, and 20 - 50 

m), and mean height and its standard deviation for all heights above height cut off. Threshold 

is set to breast height (1.37 m above ground). Percentile 99 is used instead of maximum height 

to avoid noise from any possible outlier (Garcia, et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Zi 

ZTI

hi 
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Height percentiles are heights related to a percentage (Figure 17). This percentage indicates 

the proportion of returns that exist above a certain height or threshold compared to the number 

of total returns above threshold. Percentile 100 is equal to the maximum height and percentile 

0 is the threshold height. Cell size is an important parameter because it encloses the amount 

of points to include in the computation. Since NH LiDAR data has low point density, a very 

small cell size is not desirable because it would produce many empty cells and it would not 

give reasonably good statistical information. This and the fact that spectral data information 

has a resolution of 10 meters led to choose 10 meters as cell size for the statistical 

computations.  

 

 

 

Figure 17: Height percentiles. E.g. Percentile 60 (P60) is the height at which the 60 % of the points above 

threshold is below. 

 

Canopy density (Figure 18) is a metric that express the compactness of the vegetation in a 

certain area. Total canopy density (CD) is computed as the number of returns above threshold 

(1.37 m above ground) divided by the total number of returns: 

 

CD tot =  N����� �N���  

 

 

Where:  

CD: Canopy density 

Nabove T: Number of returns above threshold  

Ntot: Number of total returns 

 

 

 

P100 P99 

P60 

Cell size 

Threshold 
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Canopy density is computed for different height intervals as it follows.  

 

 

CD�������� =  N���� ���N���  

 

 

Where: 

CDinterval: canopy density of a height interval 

N(z1-z2): Number of points between height z1 and 

height z2 

Ntot: Number of total returns 

 

 

Figure 18: Canopy density. Height threshold (T), heights above ground (z), point count in [z1, z2] height 

interval (N(z1-z2)), point count in [z2, z3] height interval (N(z2-z3)), point count [z3, z4] in height interval (N(z3-

z4)), point count in [z4, z5] height interval (N(z4-z5)), point count above threshold (N above T), and total point 

count (Ntot). 

 

Mean height and standard deviation are computed following the next equations. 

 

h� = ∑ h�� !"#$ %�&'N���  

 

σ = ) 1N����� � − 1 + �h� − h��,� !"#$ %
�&'  

 

Where: h�: Mean height of points above threshold σ: Standard deviation  

Nabove T: Number of returns above threshold  

Ntot: Number of total returns h�: Height above ground of point i 

 

 

 

N above T 
Ntot 

T 

Cell size 

N(z1-z2) 
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4.4 Univariate and multivariate statistics 

Univariate and multivariate image statistics are computed to study the relation between layers 

and to get knowledge of the data before performing segmentation. The next tables (Table 7 - 

Table 15) show univariate and multivariate statistics for the four spectral bands of SPOT-5 and 

the nine LiDAR-derived layers for the areas of Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina. These 

regions have different vegetation structure, landscape and topographic relief. Because of this, 

statistics vary from one region to another. 

 

Images created from LiDAR data are: percentile 99 (P99), mean height (Mean), standard 

deviation (Std), canopy density from total returns (CD tot), canopy density between 0.5 and 2 

m height (CD 0.5-2), canopy density between 2 and 10 m height (CD 2-10), canopy density 

between 10 and 20 m height (CD 10-20), the canopy density between 20 and 50 m height (CD 

20-50) and digital elevation model (DEM). 

 

Strong correlations exist between the four spectral bands, and between the percentile 99 and 

mean height, standard deviation and total canopy density. A strong correlation also exists 

between: canopy density for heights between 10 and 20 meters and percentile 99 in the areas 

of Linköping and Örnsköldsvik. There is also a high correlation between canopy density for 

heights between 2 and 10 meters and total canopy density in the areas of Örnsköldsvik and 

Vilhelmina. In Linköping, canopy density for heights between 10 and 20 meters and total 

canopy density are high correlated. 

 

Low correlations are found for the DEM, canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, and canopy 

density between 20 and 50 m, with the rest of the layers. Low correlations are also found 

between NIR band and the rest of layers except Green and MIR. The same happens to green 

band which is also poorly correlated to the rest of the layers except Red, NIR and MIR.  Low 

correlation between layers means that those layers can contribute in a high grade to the 

classification providing unique information. 

 

In general, there is a low correlation between spectral data and LiDAR-derived data. 

Correlation between spectral layers is very high while correlation between LiDAR-derived 

layers varies.  
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Table 7: Univariate statistics for four spectral layers and nine LiDAR-derived layers in Linköping. 

 MIN MAX MEAN STD 

Green 61.00 255.00 96.02 18.14 

Red 27.00 255.00 55.17 19.79 

NIR 9.00 255.00 80.96 30.48 

MIR 6.00 255.00 97.20 42.15 

P99 0.00 44.99 9.35 9.36 

Mean 0.00 44.91 6.11 6.29 

Std 0.00 29.08 2.04 2.22 

DEM 0.00 196.90 82.89 33.00 

CD tot 0.00 100.00 31.12 31.74 

CD 0.5-2 0.00 100.00 1.00 2.67 

CD 2-10 0.00 100.00 12.86 17.84 

CD 10-20 0.00 100.00 14.36 19.84 

CD 20-50 0.00 100.00 2.90 8.71 

 

Table 8: Variance-Covariance matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in Linköping. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 954.7             

Red 837.8 763.0            

NIR 858.2 630.7 1446.2           

MIR 1352.0 1201.8 1546.5 2615.7          

P99 -77.7 -63.8 -35.2 -87.0 82.6         

Mean -50.2 -41.0 -24.5 -59.0 54.1 37.5        

Std -16.7 -14.0 -6.8 -17.5 18.6 11.5 4.7       

DEM 273.4 213.1 504.2 574.4 128.8 82.7 29.3 1374.2      

CD tot -240.8 -195.4 -75.6 -253.8 234.1 150.9 52.0 408.5 936.4     

CD 0.5-2 1.7 1.7 6.9 11.6 2.2 0.4 0.9 14.6 19.0 7.3    

CD 2-10 -65.2 -43.3 14.2 -14.1 50.0 24.3 12.5 134.4 345.8 14.3 297.2   

CD 10-20 -150.4 -127.8 -74.0 -202.3 135.5 93.1 28.4 206.4 457.2 -2.1 43.6 368.6  

CD 20-50 -26.9 -25.9 -22.6 -49.0 46.4 33.2 10.2 53.1 114.3 -0.5 -9.2 47.1 77.0 

 

Table 9: Correlation matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in Linköping. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 1.00             

Red 0.98 1.00            

NIR 0.73 0.60 1.00           

MIR 0.86 0.85 0.80 1.00          

P99 -0.28 -0.25 -0.10 -0.19 1.00         

Mean -0.27 -0.24 -0.11 -0.19 0.97 1.00        

Std -0.25 -0.23 -0.08 -0.16 0.94 0.87 1.00       

DEM 0.24 0.21 0.36 0.30 0.38 0.36 0.36 1.00      

CD tot -0.25 -0.23 -0.06 -0.16 0.84 0.81 0.78 0.36 1.00     

CD 0.5-2 0.02 0.02 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.02 0.16 0.15 0.23 1.00    

CD 2-10 -0.12 -0.09 0.02 -0.02 0.32 0.23 0.33 0.21 0.66 0.31 1.00   

CD 10-20 -0.25 -0.24 -0.10 -0.21 0.78 0.79 0.68 0.29 0.78 -0.04 0.13 1.00  

CD 20-50 -0.10 -0.11 -0.07 -0.11 0.58 0.62 0.53 0.16 0.43 -0.02 -0.06 0.28 1.00 
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Table 10: Univariate statistics for four spectral layers and nine LiDAR-derived layers in Örnsköldsvik. 

 MIN MAX MEAN STD 

Green 58.00 255.00 77.60 12.75 

Red 31.00 255.00 55.37 16.60 

NIR 9.00 255.00 92.78 49.89 

MIR 1.00 255.00 72.38 41.88 

P99 0.00 44.99 6.83 7.47 

Mean 0.00 44.89 4.15 4.62 

Std 0.00 23.47 1.54 1.80 

DEM -5.41 434.24 101.55 112.23 

CD tot 0.00 100.00 28.33 30.73 

CD 0.5-2 0.00 100.00 1.52 3.27 

CD 2-10 0.00 100.00 17.48 21.37 

CD 10-20 0.00 100.00 8.75 15.83 

CD 20-50 0.00 100.00 0.58 3.40 

 

Table 11: Variance-Covariance matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in 

Örnsköldsvik. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 120.5             

Red 152.3 204.2            

NIR 328.8 381.1 1843.6           

MIR 333.9 422.0 1402.9 1299.2          

P99 3.1 0.8 95.4 47.2 55.7         

Mean 2.4 1.2 58.8 29.2 33.6 21.3        

Std 0.5 -0.1 20.7 10.1 13.0 7.6 3.2       

DEM 90.3 173.4 1452.6 944.4 379.4 217.7 87.0 12596.5      

CD tot 24.1 16.1 504.2 268.2 195.8 116.8 44.6 1604.4 944.1     

CD 0.5-2 6.1 8.7 37.3 34.7 3.7 1.4 1.0 95.9 33.4 10.7    

CD 2-10 29.5 30.8 347.0 216.2 88.2 48.8 19.7 1101.6 550.3 24.6 456.8   

CD 10-20 -9.9 -20.9 117.4 20.1 93.9 59.9 21.5 392.5 335.8 -1.6 71.3 250.5  

CD 20-50 -1.6 -2.5 2.5 -2.8 10.1 6.7 2.3 14.5 24.6 -0.3 -2.3 15.7 11.6 

 

Table 12: Correlation matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in Örnsköldsvik. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 1.00             

Red 0.97 1.00            

NIR 0.70 0.62 1.00           

MIR 0.84 0.82 0.91 1.00          

P99 0.04 0.01 0.30 0.18 1.00         

Mean 0.05 0.02 0.30 0.18 0.98 1.00        

Std 0.02 -0.01 0.27 0.16 0.97 0.91 1.00       

DEM 0.07 0.11 0.30 0.23 0.45 0.42 0.43 1.00      

CD tot 0.07 0.04 0.38 0.24 0.85 0.82 0.81 0.47 1.00     

CD 0.5-2 0.17 0.19 0.27 0.29 0.15 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.33 1.00    

CD 2-10 0.13 0.10 0.38 0.28 0.55 0.49 0.51 0.46 0.84 0.35 1.00   

CD 10-20 -0.06 -0.09 0.17 0.04 0.79 0.82 0.75 0.22 0.69 -0.03 0.21 1.00  

CD 20-50 -0.04 -0.05 0.02 -0.02 0.40 0.43 0.38 0.04 0.24 -0.03 -0.03 0.29 1.00 
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Table 13: Univariate statistics for four spectral layers and nine LiDAR-derived layers in Vilhelmina. 

 MIN MAX MEAN STD 

Green 63.00 255.00 97.91 13.76 

Red 32.00 255.00 70.76 19.01 

NIR 12.00 255.00 126.66 42.90 

MIR 8.00 255.00 101.97 33.81 

P99 0.00 37.71 6.98 6.19 

Mean 0.00 31.54 4.12 3.53 

Std 0.00 14.03 1.52 1.49 

DEM 0.00 769.18 406.80 139.77 

CD tot 0.00 100.00 23.53 23.48 

CD 0.5-2 0.00 100.00 0.98 1.99 

CD 2-10 0.00 100.00 17.92 18.53 

CD 10-20 0.00 100.00 4.53 9.71 

CD 20-50 0.00 85.90 0.10 0.87 

 

Table 14: Variance-Covariance matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in 

Vilhelmina. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 256.1             

Red 315.3 420.5            

NIR 665.8 643.9 2202.2           

MIR 449.1 565.8 1240.8 1099.6          

P99 -1.6 -21.9 44.0 -4.5 39.0         

Mean 0.8 -9.7 29.4 1.4 21.4 12.7        

Std -0.7 -5.3 7.9 -1.8 9.0 4.8 2.2       

DEM 701.6 659.0 2221.0 1145.8 334.1 181.7 74.9 21125.5      

CD tot -14.9 -109.5 239.9 -30.7 120.9 66.4 26.4 1138.5 560.3     

CD 0.5-2 4.1 1.4 21.5 10.9 1.5 0.4 0.5 56.5 12.1 4.0    

CD 2-10 2.4 -71.4 244.4 12.3 75.0 39.8 16.0 900.0 403.6 9.4 349.5   

CD 10-20 -20.6 -38.5 -24.2 -52.0 42.9 25.4 9.6 177.2 141.1 -1.2 44.7 95.0  

CD 20-50 -0.7 -1.0 -1.8 -2.0 1.5 0.9 0.4 4.9 3.5 0.0 0.1 2.6 0.8 

 

Table 15: Correlation matrix for four spectral SPOT files and 9 LiDAR-derived files in Vilhelmina. 

  Green Red NIR MIR P99 Mean Std DEM CD tot CD 0.5-2 CD 2-10 CD 10-20 CD 20-50 

Green 1.00             

Red 0.96 1.00            

NIR 0.89 0.67 1.00           

MIR 0.85 0.83 0.80 1.00          

P99 -0.02 -0.17 0.15 -0.02 1.00         

Mean 0.01 -0.13 0.18 0.01 0.96 1.00        

Std -0.03 -0.17 0.11 -0.04 0.96 0.89 1.00       

DEM 0.30 0.22 0.33 0.24 0.37 0.35 0.34 1.00      

CD tot -0.04 -0.23 0.22 -0.04 0.82 0.79 0.75 0.33 1.00     

CD 0.5-2 0.13 0.03 0.23 0.16 0.12 0.06 0.16 0.19 0.26 1.00    

CD 2-10 0.01 -0.19 0.28 0.02 0.64 0.60 0.57 0.33 0.91 0.25 1.00   

CD 10-20 -0.13 -0.19 -0.05 -0.16 0.70 0.73 0.66 0.13 0.61 -0.06 0.25 1.00  

CD 20-50 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.07 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.04 0.17 -0.02 0.01 0.31 1.00 
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4.5 Segmentation  

Object oriented image segmentation is performed in eCognition Developer 8 (eCognition, 

2012). Image objects are delimited areas whose pixels are connected to each other (Figure 

19).  

 

a) b) c) 

Figure 19: Segmentation example in a clear-cut area. a) SPOT cell image. b) Segments created at scale 

5. c) Image objects. 

 

Figure 20 show the layers and parameters used in the multiresolution segmentation for the 

spectral based segmentation and the spectral-LiDAR based segmentation. The spectral based 

segmentation has as input the four SPOT-5 layers and the forest mask. The spectral-LiDAR 

based segmentation is performed with the four spectral images from SPOT-5, forest mask, 

percentile 99, mean height image, standard deviation image, digital elevation model, total 

canopy density, canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, canopy density between 2 and 10 m, 

canopy density between 10 and 20 m and canopy density between 20 and 50 m. The same 

algorithms and segmentation parameters are used in both spectral and spectral-LiDAR 

segmentation for the three study areas to be able to compare the results. Algorithms and 

parameters are chosen by visual examination of results in eCognition.  

 

Segmentation is performed in two levels (Figure 21). The first level corresponds to the creation 

of image objects using the forest mask and the second level involves the creation of objects 

inside the segments previously created in level 1.  Each level itself involves to obtain the 

segments with homogeneous characteristics (Arroyo, et al., 2009).   
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Figure 20: Segmentation input data. 

 

 
a)                                                    b) 

Figure 21: Two level segmentation. a) Level 1. b) Level 2 built bellow level 1. 

 

Table 16: Segmentation parameters. 

Level Scale parameter  Shape Compactness  

Level 1 100 0 0.5 

Level 2 5 0.2 0.5 
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Multiresolution segmentation is the algorithm used to compute the segments. This algorithm 

uses a certain criterion to select what image objects to be merged to each other. Image objects 

are initially pixels. Merged objects have homogeneous characteristics according to the set 

criterion (eCognition, 2012). The homogeneity criterion is controlled by shape and 

compactness parameters. Shape parameter quantifies the influence that shape has over color 

during the segmentation. Compactness parameter determines the weight of compactness over 

smoothness during the process (eCognition, 2012).  These parameters (Table 16) are used to 

quantify the homogeneity value of an object. The homogeneity value of an object is multiplied 

by its object area, obtaining the weighted area homogeneity criterion. This last is used to select 

best fitting neighbors. Multiresolution segmentation region grow and spectral difference 

segmentation algorithms are used to improve the segments. Minimum allowed area for 

segments is set to 0.5 ha. Same weight is set to all input layers.  

 

 

Figure 22: Segmentation results for spectral and spectral-LiDAR segmentation. 

 

Spectral segmentation (Figure 22) produces a database with 33370 segments for Linköping, 

64073 segments for Örnsköldsvik and 68075 segments for Vilhelmina. The database consists 

on a table with the segments as rows and the mean value of Green, Red, NIR and MIR as 

columns. Mean values are the variables used in the SVM object-based classification. 

 

Spectral-LiDAR segmentation produces a database with 35480 segments for Linköping, 71380 

segments for Örnsköldsvik and 66820 segments for Vilhelmina. The database consist on a 

table with the segments as rows and in columns mean value of Green, Red, NIR, MIR, 

percentile 99, mean height image, standard deviation image, digital elevation model, total 

canopy density, canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, canopy density between 2 and 10 m, 

canopy density between 10 and 20 m and canopy density between 20 and 50 m.  
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4.6 Training and validation areas 

Training and validation areas (ground truth) are produced from intersected segments from the 

spectral segmentation and the spectral-LiDAR segmentation. A sample of polygons is selected 

and labelled manually (Figure 23). Reference data is used to select sample polygons and 

includes: satellite data, KNAS classification, Swedish National Forest inventory data (SLU, 

2016), Biotope Protection Areas (Nyckelbiotoper) and orthophotos. Polygon sample is 

randomly split in non-overlapping training and validation areas. Around 10 training areas are 

produced for each forest class in each of the study areas and the rest is used as validation 

areas.  

 

Sample areas are analyzed in Miner 3D Enterprise. The analysis is done by displaying 

segment values in 2D and 3D scatter charts in order to check the existence of patterns or 

trends in the data and remove outliers. Areas that are statistically wrong are also removed, 

e.g. a sample area labelled as Norway spruce but segment values indicate other class.  

 

 

Figure 23: Example of training and validation areas for the different forest classes. IR Orotophoto in 

background. 
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4.7 Classification and accuracy assessment 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised classification technique which involves using 

training and testing datasets (Chih-Wei, et al., 2010). SVM is performed in Matlab R2015b. 

The classes are distinguished by using a decision surface which is usually named optimal 

hyperplane (Matlab, 2015). This decision surface makes the most of the margin between the 

classes (Figure 24). Support vectors are those data points that are closest to the hyperplane 

and they are the most important part of the training set (Matlab, 2015).  

 

 

Figure 24: Support vectors and separating hyperplane. Adapted from Matlab (Matlab, 2015). 

 

Support Vector Machine implies, as well as any supervised learning model, to train the 

classifier and then cross validate it. The classifier is trained with the variables and labels of the 

training areas. The trained machine is used to classify new data (Matlab, 2015). Different 

kernel types and parameters are tested to analyze the one that fits the data.  

 

Classification Learner App in Matlab R2015b allows choosing the model that best fit the data 

by running and comparing different models with different parameters. Cross validation 

accuracy with 5 k-folds and error matrix of training data are carried out making possible to 

compare performance among models and parameters. This is very useful for getting an 

overview on the data.  
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The kernel function that is used in the SVM classification determines the weights that are 

assign to neighboring pixels when estimating the target classes. This means that kernel 

functions define how the classifier searches for the targets in their surroundings. There are 

four kernel types:  linear, Gaussian or radial basis (RBF) and polynomial (Matlab, 2015). 

Gaussian kernel shows highest accuracy when training the data in the Classification Learner 

App in Matlab R2015b. Box constraint level or penalty parameter determines the degree of 

misclassification. It sets the accuracy of the model so if the value increases the number of 

support vector decreases (Matlab, 2015).  

 

Cross validation with 5 k-folds (Figure 25) is performed in spectral and spectral-LiDAR 

classification to select best SVM kernel and parameters. Training data is split 5 times in train 

and validation data subsets forming 5 folds. Classification is performed in each fold and cross 

validation accuracy is computed. Medium Gaussian, Coarse Gaussian, Fine Gaussian and 

Linear SVM are tested. Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme involves 13 variables (4 spectral 

and 9 LiDAR-derived). Cross validation is performed in all combinations of these 13 variables 

(8191 combinations). Code is shown in Appendix B. Medium Gaussian with kernel scale equal 

to 3.6 and a box constraint of 1, achieves highest accuracy in most of the cases.  

 

 

 

Figure 25: Cross validation with 5 k-folds. 

 

After determining the SVM kernel and parameters by cross validation, classification is 

performed for spectral and spectral-LiDAR. Spectral classification is run once using 4 variables 

with mean values from spectral segmentation. Same training and validation samples are used 

in spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification to make results comparable. 
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Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme is carried out using 13 variables from mean values 

obtained from spectral-LiDAR segmentation. In order to determine how much the different 

combinations of variables contributes to improve classification accuracy, multiple 

classifications are performed. All combinations of variables are classified and a Matlab script 

is created (Appendix C). Script implementation starts with selecting a certain combination of 

variables and extracting the training and new data for that combination of variables. The SVM 

classifier is then trained and cross validated. Cross validation accuracy is calculated. The 

obtained classification model is used only if cross validation accuracy is bigger than 70 in order 

to reduce computations and data amount. If the premise is fulfilled, the model is used to classify 

new data (Figure 26).  

 

 

Figure 26: SVM implementation in Matlab. 

 

Error Matrix, producer’s and user’s accuracy, overall accuracy and kappa coefficient are 

obtained by comparing the predicted data with the validation areas (Congalton, 1991). If overall 

accuracy is bigger than 60, results are written out. This is also done in order to reduce amount 

of data. Number of results that are obtained are 5923 for Linköping, 7078 for Örnsköldsvik and 

3296 for Vilhelmina. These results are sorted according to their overall accuracy so the ones 

with highest overall accuracy and kappa coefficient are picked and checked visually with help 

of reference data. Final results includes the four spectral variables in order to study the 

contribution of LiDAR data to the classification and to be able to compare spectral-LiDAR 

classification results with the results from only spectral data.
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5. Results 

5.1 Linköping 

Figure 27 and Figure 28 show results for LiDAR-derived data in Bjärka-Säby area in Linköping. 

LiDAR-derived images are created by overlaying a TIN of the percentile 99, mean height, 

standard deviation an canopy densities over the orthophoto (1 meter resolution) from 2011. 

 

a) 
 

b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 27: Bjärka-Säby area. a) Orthophoto from 2011. b) Percentile 99. c) Mean height. d) Standard 

deviation. 1:24000 scale. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

 
e) 

 
f) 

Figure 28: Bjärka-Säby area. a) Orthophoto from 2011. b) Total canopy density. c) Canopy density 

between 0.5 and 2 m. d) Canopy density between 2 and 10 m. e) Canopy density between 10 and 20 

m. f) Canopy density between 20 and 50 m. 1:24000 scale. 
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Spectral and spectral-LiDAR Segmentation results for Bjärka-Säby in Linköping appears in 

Figure 29. Spectral segmentation is produced from the four SPOT-5 bands and spectral-LiDAR 

segmentation is produced from four spectral bands and nine spectral-LiDAR layers. 

Segmentation is inside forest mask. Differences between both segmentations can be 

compared with the SPOT-5 images that are depicted in two color composites. 

 

  
a) 

 

b) 

 
c) d) 

Figure 29: Bjärka-Säby area. Segmentation results. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands NIR, 

Red, and Green in the red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, Red as 

RGB. c) Segmentation result from spectral data. d) Segmentation results from spectral-LiDAR data. 

1:24000 scale. 
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Classification results for Bjärka-Säby area in Linköping are shown in Figure 30, Table 17 and 

Table 18. Figure 30 depicts two SPOT-5 composites and results from spectral classification 

scheme, and the spectral-LiDAR classification with highest overall accuracy and kappa 

coefficient.  

 

  
a) 

 
c) 

b) 

d) 

Figure 30: Bjärka-Säby area. SVM classification results. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands NIR, 

Red, and Green in the red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, Red as 

RGB. c) SVM classification result using Green, Red, NIR and MIR on spectral segmentation. d) SVM 

classification result using Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot, CD 10-20 on spectral-LiDAR 

segmentation. 1:24000 scale. 
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Classification results are shown in Table 17 for spectral classification scheme and spectral-

LiDAR classification scheme. Under spectral-LiDAR classification scheme it is shown a list with 

the best classification results using different combinations of spectral-LiDAR variables. Results 

are organized according to their overall accuracy and kappa coefficient. Results show an 

increment of 21.9 % in the overall accuracy for the best spectral-LiDAR classification compared 

to spectral classification. Error matrices appears in Appendix E and Appendix F. 

 

Results obtained from the four spectral bands and percentile 99, the four spectral bands and 

total canopy density, and the four spectral band together with percentile 99 and total canopy 

density are also shown. This is done to be able to make a comparison with other studies found 

in the literature.  

 

An improvement of 15.6 % is obtained for spectral-LiDAR overall accuracy when including four 

spectral bands and percentile 99, compared to the one in spectral classification. Spectral-

LiDAR classification with four spectral bands and total canopy density increases overall 

accuracy with 14.7 % when compared to spectral classification. Spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme with four spectral bands, percentile 99 and total canopy density improves accuracy 

with 20.0 %, when compared to the overall accuracy obtained in spectral classification scheme. 

 

Table 17: Classification results for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes in Linköping. 

Cross validation accuracy and overall accuracy in %.  

Variables Cross validation 
accuracy 

Overall 
accuracy  

Kappa 
coefficient  

 

Spectral classification scheme  
   

Green, Red, NIR, MIR 48.9 66.5 0.61 

 

Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme  
   

Highest accuracies    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot, CD 10-20 80.0 88.4 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD tot, CD 10-20 83.0 88.4 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Mean, CD tot, CD 10-20 84.0 87.9 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot, CD 10-20  79.0 87.9 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Mean, CD tot 82.0 87.4 0.85 

Using P99 and CD tot    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99 72.0 82.1 0.79 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, CD tot 72.0 81.2 0.77 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot 76.0 86.5 0.84 

Using all LiDAR-derived layers    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Mean, Std, DEM,   
CD tot, CD 0.5-2, CD 2-10, CD 10-20, CD 20-50 

 

80.0 

 

73.4 

 

0.69 
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Table 18 shows producer’s and user’s accuracy for spectral classification and spectral-LiDAR 

classification with four spectral bands, percentile 99, total canopy density and canopy density 

between 10 and 20 m height. Producer’s and user’s accuracy are, to a greater or lesser extent, 

higher in spectral-LiDAR classification scheme compared to spectral classification scheme. 

Young forest and not productive forest are the classes that benefits most from including LiDAR 

data in the classification. Both producer’s and user’s accuracy increments when comparing 

spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes. This means that omission and 

commission error decreases when classifying these classes including LiDAR-derived data. 

User’s accuracy for mixed conifer, broadleaf and selected valuable broadleaf experience an 

increment of their classification accuracy when using spectral-LiDAR data.  

 

Table 18: Producer’s and user’s accuracy for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification with highest 

overall accuracy in Linköping.  

Forest class 

Spectral  
classification scheme  

Spectral-LiDAR  
classification scheme  

Green, Red, NIR, MIR 
Green, Red, NIR, MIR, 
P99, CD tot, CD 10-20 

Producer’s 
accuracy  

User’s 
accuracy  

Producer’s 
accuracy  

User’s 
accuracy  

Scots pine 77.3 94.4 86.4 95.0 

Norway spruce 89.2 98.3 95.8 100.0 

Mixed conifer 90.0 39.1 90.0 64.3 

Mixed  75.0 64.3 100.0 100.0 

Broadleaf 36.4 18.2 54.5 40.0 

Selected valuable broadleaf  40.0 18.2 50.0 50.0 

Potential selected valuable broadleaf  36.4 66.7 45.5 100.0 

Young forest 20.8 55.6 100.0 96.2 

Clear-cut 95.7 100.0 95.7 100.0 

Not productive 8.3 20.0 100.0 80.0 
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5.2 Örnskölsdvik 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show results for LiDAR-derived data in Höga Kustenleden area in 

Örnsköldsvik. LiDAR-derived images are created by overlaying a TIN of the percentile 99, 

mean height, standard deviation an canopy densities over the orthophoto (1 meter resolution) 

from 2012. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 31: Höga Kustenleden. a) Orthophoto from 2012. b) Percentile 99. c) Mean height. d) Standard 

deviation. 1:24000 scale. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

 
e) 

 
f) 

Figure 32: Höga Kustenleden. a) Orthophoto from 2012. b) Total canopy density. c) Canopy density 

between 0.5 and 2 m. d) Canopy density between 2 and 10 m. e) Canopy density between 10 and 20 

m. f) Canopy density between 20 and 50 m. 1:24000 scale. 
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Spectral and spectral-LiDAR Segmentation results for Höga Kustenleden area in Örnsköldsvik 

appear in Figure 33. Spectral segmentation is produced from the four SPOT-5 bands and 

spectral-LiDAR segmentation is produced from four spectral bands and nine spectral-LiDAR 

bands. Segmentation is inside forest mask. Differences between both segmentations can be 

compared with the SPOT-5 images that are depicted in two color composites. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 33: Höga Kustenleden. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands NIR, Red, and Green in the 

red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, Red as RGB. c) Segmentation 

result from spectral data. d) Segmentation results from spectral-LiDAR data. 1:24000 scale. 
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Classification results for Höga Kustenleden area in Örnsköldsvik are shown in Figure 34, Table 

19 and Table 20. Figure 34 depicts two SPOT-5 composites and results from spectral 

classification scheme and the spectral-LiDAR classification scheme with highest overall 

accuracy and kappa coefficient.  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d)  

Figure 34: Höga Kustenleden. SVM classification results. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands 

NIR, Red, and Green in the red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, 

Red as RGB. c) SVM classification result using Green, Red, NIR and MIR on spectral segmentation. d) 

SVM classification result using Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD 2-10 on spectral-LiDAR 

segmentation. 1:24000 scale. 
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Classification results for the study area of Örnsköldsvik appear in Table 19 and Table 20. The 

best overall accuracy in spectral-LiDAR classification is obtained when classifying with the four 

spectral bands, percentile 99, standard deviation, and canopy density between 2 and 10 m. 

Including percentile 99, standard deviation and canopy density between 2 and 10 increases 

the overall accuracy in 11.0 % when compared this one with the one obtained in spectral 

classification scheme. Error matrices appears in Appendix G and Appendix H. 

 

Results from  spectral-LiDAR classification with the four spectral bands and percentile 99, or 

four spectral bands with total canopy density, or four spectral bands with percentile 99 and 

total canopy density, show an increment of 10.0 % when compared with spectral classification.  

 

Table 19: Classification results for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes. Cross validation 

accuracy and overall accuracy in %. 

Variables 
Cross 

validation 
accuracy 

Overall 
accuracy  

Kappa 
coefficient  

 

Spectral classification scheme  
   

Green, Red, NIR, MIR 74.7 78.3 0.69 

 

Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme  
   

Highest accuracies    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD 2-10 93.8 89.3 0.84 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot 91.3 89.3 0.84 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot, DEM 93.8 89.0 0.83 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD tot, DEM 93.8 88.6 0.83 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD 2-10 93.8 88.6 0.83 

Using P99 and CD tot    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99 91.3 88.3 0.82 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, CD tot 91.3 88.3 0.82 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot 92.5 88.3 0.82 

Using all LiDAR-derived layers     

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Mean, Std, DEM, 
CD tot, CD 0.5-2, CD 2-10, CD 10-20, CD 20-50 

 

92.5 

 

81.8 

 

0.73 
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Results from producer’s and user’s accuracy of spectral classification scheme and spectral-

LiDAR classification scheme with four spectral bands, percentile 99, standard deviation, and 

canopy density between 2 and 10 m, show the advantage of including LiDAR-derived data 

when clasifying the studied forest classes. Producer´s and User´s accuracy increases, 

to a greater or lesser extent, in spectral-LiDAR classification compared to spectral 

classification. Highest improvements correspond to producer’s accuracy of not productive, 

mixed and Scots pine. It is also achieved a large improvement in user’s accuracy for mixed 

conifer and mixed.  

 

Table 20: Producer’s and user’s accuracy for spectral classification scheme and spectral-LiDAR 

classification scheme with highest overall accuracy in Örnsköldsvik.  

Forest class 

Spectral classification scheme  Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme  

Green, Red, NIR, MIR Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD 2-10 

Producer’s  
accuracy  

User’s  
accuracy  

Producer’s  
accuracy  

User’s  
accuracy  

Scots pine 66.7 61.5 100.0 63.2 

Norway spruce 84.5 97.7 90.6 100.0 

Mixed conifer 73.1 38.8 78.6 53.7 

Mixed  60.9 66.7 91.3 91.3 

Broadleaf 100.0 94.4 100.0 100.0 

Young forest 84.6 78.6 100.0 100.0 

Clear-cut 100.0 65.5 100.0 79.2 

Not productive 6.7 100.0 46.7 100.0 
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5.3 Vilhelmina 

Figure 35 and Figure 36 show results for LiDAR-derived data in Ängesbäcken area in 

Vilhelmina. LiDAR-derived images are created by overlaying a TIN of the percentile 99, mean 

height, standard deviation an canopy densities over the orthophoto (1 meter resolution) from 

2010. 

 

a) 
 

b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 35: Ängesbäcken. Orthophoto from 2010. b) Percentile 99. c) Mean height. d) Standard deviation. 

1:24000 scale. 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

 
e) 

 
f) 

Figure 36: Ängesbäcken. a) Orthophoto from 2010. b) Total canopy density. c) Canopy density between 

0.5 and 2 m. d) Canopy density between 2 and 10 m. e) Canopy density between 10 and 20 m. f) Canopy 

density between 20 and 50 m. 1:24000 scale. 
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Spectral and spectral-LiDAR segmentation results for Ängesbäcken area in Vilhelmina appear 

in Figure 37. Spectral segmentation is produced from the four SPOT-5 bands and spectral-

LiDAR segmentation is produced from four spectral bands and nine spectral-LiDAR bands. 

Segmentation is inside forest mask. Differences between both segmentations can be 

compared with the SPOT-5 images that are depicted in two color composites. 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 37: Ängesbäcken. Segmentation results. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands NIR, Red, 

and Green in the red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, Red as RGB. 

c) Segmentation result from spectral data. d) Segmentation results from spectral-LiDAR data. 1:24000 

scale. 
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Classification results for Ängesbäcken area in Vilhelmina are shown in Figure 38 and Table 21 

and Table 22. Figure 38 depicts two SPOT-5 composites and results from spectral 

classification scheme and the spectral-LiDAR classification scheme with highest overall 

accuracy.  

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 38: Ängesbäcken. SVM classification results. a) False color composite of SPOT-5 bands NIR, 

Red, and Green in the red, green and blue (RGB). b) SPOT-5 image color composite NIR, MIR, Red as 

RGB. c) SVM classification result using Green, Red, NIR and MIR on spectral segmentation. d) SVM 

classification result using Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot on spectral-LiDAR segmentation. 1:24000 

scale. 

 

 

Forest classes

Scots pine

Norway spruce

Mixed conifer forest

Mixed forest

Broadleaf forest

Selected valuable broadleaf forest

Potential selected valuable broadleaf forest

Young forest

Clear-cut

Waste land
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Table 21 and Table 22 show the results of spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes. 

An improvement of 21.1 % is obtained for the best spectral-LiDAR classification scheme. This 

one is formed by four spectral layers, standard deviation and total canopy density. Error 

matrices appears in Appendix I and Appendix J. Four spectral layers and percentile 99 achieve 

an improvement of 18.2 % in the overall accuracy when compared to the one obtained in 

spectral classification scheme. Four spectral layers and total canopy density improves the 

accuracy 20.3 %. Adding percentile 99 and total canopy density of all points improves accuracy 

with 17.5 % when compared to the one when using only four spectral bands (spectral 

classification scheme).  

 

Table 21: Classification results for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification schemes in Vilhelmina. 

Cross validation accuracy and overall accuracy in %. 

Variables Cross validation 
accuracy  

Overall 
accuracy  

Kappa 
coefficient  

 
Spectral classification scheme 

   

Green, Red, NIR, MIR 70.5 67.6 0.63 

 
Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme 

   

Highest accuracies    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot 93.8 88.7 0.87 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD tot  93.8 88.7 0.87 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, CD tot 87.5 87.9 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot, CD 2-10 93.8 87.2 0.85 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD tot, CD 20-50 92.5 86.5 0.84 

Using P99 and CD tot    

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99 86.3 85.8 0.83 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, CD tot 87.5 87.9 0.86 

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, CD tot 90.0 85.1 0.82 

Using all LiDAR-derived layers     

Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Mean, Std, DEM,      
CD tot, CD 0.5-2, CD 2-10, CD 10-20, CD 20-50 

 

91.2 

 

78.0 

 

0.74 
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Producer’s and user’s accuracy are compared in spectral and spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme to analyze the classes that benefit to a lesser or greater extend from including LiDAR-

derived data during classification process. Producer’s accuracy for Scots pine, Norway spruce, 

mixed, and non productive increases greatly in spectral-LiDAR classification scheme. User’s 

accuracy also increases for Scots pine, mixed conifer and young forest. It is obtained a 

decrease in producer’s accuracy for broadleaf, and a small decrease in user’s accuracy for 

mixed in spectral-LiDAR classification scheme when compared to spectral classification 

scheme.    

 

Table 22: Producer’s and user’s accuracy for spectral classification scheme and spectral-LiDAR 

classification scheme with highest overall accuracy in Vilhelmina. 

Forest class 

Spectral classification scheme  Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme  

Green, Red, NIR, MIR Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot 

Producer’s  
Accuracy  

User’s  
accuracy  

Producer’s  
accuracy  

User’s  
accuracy  

Scots pine 69.2 64.3 92.3 92.3 

Norway spruce 76.7 85.2 96.9 93.9 

Mixed conifer 77.8 35.0 88.9 66.7 

Mixed  42.9 85.7 82.1 85.2 

Broadleaf 70.0 58.3 60.0 85.7 

Young forest 75.0 60.0 83.3 100.0 

Clear-cut 100.0 70.8 100.0 89.5 

Not productive 50.0 76.9 90.0 90.0 
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5.4 Comparison of overall accuracy in the three stu dy areas 

A comparison of the overall accuracy obtained for the three study areas of Linköping, 

Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina is shown in Figure 39. The bar graph shows results for overall 

accuracy for spectral classification scheme and five spectral-LiDAR classification schemes. 

Spectral-LiDAR classification schemes are: the best spectral-LiDAR classification scheme, 

spectral-LiDAR classification scheme using only percentile 99, spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme using only total canopy density, spectral-LiDAR classification scheme using percentile 

99 and canopy density, and spectral-LiDAR classification scheme using all nine LiDAR-derived 

layers.  

 

 

Figure 39: Overall accuracy (%) comparison for Linköping, Örnsköldvik and Vilhelmina. 

 

An improvement of 21.9 %, 11.0 % and 21.1 % is achieved for Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and 

Vilhelmina, when comparing the spectral-LiDAR classification with highest overall accuracy, 

and the spectral classification. Highest improvement in accuracy is reached in Linköping and 

Vilhelmina. 
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6. Discussion and further work 

Environmental analysis is challenging and often involves remote sensed analyses in large area 

monitoring (Aplin & Smith, 2011). Object-based approaches often offers a realistic context 

when analyzing large areas, where whole landscapes are considered, and the studies are 

carried out in broad spatial contexts (Aplin & Smith, 2011). A challenge in object-based 

classification is that nature is fuzzy and often borders between different vegetation areas are 

difficult to distinguish.  

 

Data fusion involves working with data with different characteristics. Different data sources and 

reference data have different behavior, resolution and date. This affects the result of the study 

and it is something to consider in all steps of the work.  

 

   
a) b) c) 

   
d) e) f) 

Figure 40: Spectral and LiDAR data dates and its influence in the segmentation. a) SPOT-5 image from 

2005. b) Orthophoto from 2007. c) Orthophoto from 2011. d) Percentile 99 computed from NH laser data 

from 2011 on orthophoto from 2011. e) Segmentation from spectral data on orthophoto from 2007. f) 

Segmentation from spectral-LiDAR-derived data on orthophoto from 2011. 
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Landscape is constantly changing (Ban, et al., 2015) and, using data from different dates in 

vegetation classification, implies having different information for a certain area. This is the case 

of a clear cut area that appears in the LiDAR data from 2011 and not in the satellite imagery 

from 2005 (Figure 40). This difference is highlighted when observing segmentation from only 

spectral data and comparing it to the segmentation from spectral-LiDAR data. A similar issue 

occurs during the collection of training and validation areas, which is supported on reference 

data which has often different dates. Same problem appears during segmentation that is based 

on the forest mask, which is produced from satellite images from different dates.  

 

Time of year when data is acquired is important when classifying forest classes. In Sweden, 

using data in early spring or autumn can decrease the classification accuracy. It is important 

to acquire data in growing season so broadleaf trees have leaves and they can be 

distinguished remotely. This becomes more important the north it gets, where growing season 

is shorter. Laser scanning in Linköping is performed between April and May. This may be a 

little early for classifying forest in Sweden. Satellite images in Vilhelmina and Örnskölsdvik are 

from September and therefore more difficult to use. 

 

New sensors like Sentinel 2A, with a frequent revisit time, allow obtaining spectral data more 

often than for example what happens with SPOT-5. This makes possible to choose spectral 

data whose acquisition date best fits the rest of data sources, which is important in a study that 

involves fusion from different data sources 

 

The combination of spectral and LiDAR information is a challenge in vegetation mapping. Many 

studies are found in the literature and they use different methods. They often agree on that 

integrating LiDAR and spectral data increases the classification accuracy when compared to 

classification using only spectral data (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Bork & Su, 2007; Ke, et al., 

2010; Jones, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012; Dalponte, et al., 2012). 

The challenge is that they achieve these results using different methods, and even more 

difficult, results are often unable to be replicated because the methodology involves some 

steps that are performed manually (e.g. collecting ground data).  

 

Some forest classes benefit from the use of LiDAR information during the classification 

performance. It is a challenge to decide the type of LiDAR information that is extracted from 

the LiDAR point cloud. Studies found in the literature show different levels of accuracy 

depending on the LiDAR-derived information that is used.  
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Digital elevation model (DEM) (Bork & Su, 2007; Kempeneers, et al., 2009; Ke, et al., 2010; 

Sasaki, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012;), digital surface elevation Model (Hill & Thompson, 

2005; Bork & Su, 2007; Ke, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Singh, et al., 2012), digital terrain 

model (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Arroyo, et al., 2009; Jones, et al., 2010; Dalponte, et al., 2012), 

canopy height model (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Koetz, et al., 2008; Holmgren, et al., 2008; 

Erdody & Moskal, 2009; Arroyo, et al., 2009; Ke, et al., 2010; Jones, et al., 2010; Sasaki, et 

al., 2011; Chen, et al., 2012; Singh, et al., 2012;), canopy density (Koetz, et al., 2008; Erdody 

& Moskal, 2009; Garcia, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012), height percentiles (Garcia, et al., 

2011; Haywood & Stone, 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012), mean height and standard deviation 

of mean height (Garcia, et al., 2011), volumetric canopy profiles (Jones, et al., 2010), LiDAR 

intensity (Holmgren, et al., 2008; Ke, et al., 2010; Singh, et al., 2012), range, skewness, 

kurtosis, coefficient of variation, probability distribution (Garcia, et al., 2011; Haywood & Stone, 

2011), plant projective cover (Arroyo, et al., 2009) and leaf area index (Tian, et al., 2010) are 

LiDAR-derived information that improves accuracy when studying vegetation distribution, if 

combined to other data.  

 

It is a challenge to choose LiDAR-derived information to be used in the study. Not all LiDAR-

derived information contributes equally to vegetation classification. Percentiles and canopy 

density reach good accuracy when combined with spectral information (Nordkvist, et al., 2012). 

The same study shows less accuracy when combining only spectral data with percentile, or 

spectral data with canopy density (Nordkvist, et al., 2012). This study performs SVM 

classification with all possible combinations of spectral and LiDAR-derived information, to be 

able to get the classification scheme that reaches highest accuracy and compare different 

classifications. Results in this study show differences in accuracy depending on the LiDAR-

derived data that is used in the classification. This remarks the importance of choosing 

adequate LiDAR-derived information that fits the study area and purposes of the research.  

 

Nine LiDAR-derived layers for each of the three study areas are used in this study: percentile 

99, mean height image, standard deviation image, digital elevation model, total canopy density, 

canopy density between 0.5 and 2 m, canopy density between 2 and 10 m, canopy density 

between 10 and 20 m and canopy density between 20 and 50 m.  

 

Percentile 99 is used in order to avoid outliers that can result in noisy results (Garcia, et al., 

2011). Other percentiles, for example percentile 90 (Erdody & Moskal, 2009; Nordkvist, et al., 

2012) can be used in classifying spectral and LiDAR data, as it can be found in the literature.  

 

Intensity images are initially produced and later discarded. Intensity data is subject to biases 

as gain setting, bidirectional effects, the angle of incidence, and atmospheric dispersion (Ke, 

et al., 2010). This makes difficult the use of intensity images and at the same time ensure good 

accuracy in the results.  
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LiDAR-derived data shows information that otherwise would be hidden if having only spectral 

data (Appendix D).  Figure 41 shows percentile 99, mean height and its standard deviation, 

total canopy density and  canopy density in height intervals. In the figure there is a forest plot 

situated near the top right corner which has an almost rectangular shape. The shape of the 

plot can be seen in percentile 99 and mean height because its height is higher than the 

surrounding areas. Standard deviation image shows a border around the plot where values of 

standard deviation are higher. This is because at the border there is a mix of heights from the 

trees existing in the plot and the heights of trees in neighboring plots. LiDAR helps 

distinguishing among different forest stands.  

 

   
a) b) c) 

   
d) e) f) 

   
g) h) i) 

Figure 41: Comparison of different LiDAR-derived data images and orthophoto in Sturefors Nature 

Reserve. a) Orthophoto. b) Percentile 99. c) Mean height. d) standard deviation. e) Total canopy density. 

f) - i) Canopy density in height intervals. Quantile interval is used to highlight differences.  

 

Further research is necessary to study the influence of other LiDAR-derived layers on the 

accuracy when performing this kind of vegetation classification. It would be interesting to test 

other LiDAR metrics, as for example other canopy density with other height intervals, 

percentiles, skewness and kurtosis.  
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Resolution is a key factor in image classification and it affects directly to the results. A study 

found in the literature, selects 5 m as optimal resolution when mapping big areas with the help 

of LiDAR surface models (Singh, et al., 2012). It is chosen 10 m as the resolution for this study 

because of three reasons. First, spectral data that is used in this study is obtained from SPOT-

5 imagery which has 10 m resolution. In case of working in 10 m, this implies that obtaining 

LiDAR-derived data in 5 m resolution requires to resample LiDAR-derived data to 10 m. On 

contrary, if working on 5 m, resampling is needed on SPOT-5 data to reduce resolution from 

10 to 5 m. Resampling is avoided because it can unlikely introduce errors in the process if not 

applied correctly. Second, NH LiDAR point cloud has low density (about 1 - 2 points per m) 

and makes not possible to obtained reliable results when calculating forest statistics in low 

resolution. Using a resolution of 5 m means to calculate statistics with 5 - 10 points, while a 

resolution of 10 m implies the existence of 10 - 20 points, and thus makes results more reliable. 

Third, to reduce processing time and amount of data.  

 

LiDAR point data cloud is filtered to avoid artifacts in the resulting LiDAR-derived layers. LiDAR 

point data has different densities depending on their position in the different flight lines. In case 

of overlap between two or more flight lines, the point density is higher. This can lead to errors 

in the resulting raster after computing forest metrics. Canopy density is calculated as the 

number of returns above threshold divided by the total number of returns. It can be expected 

that even though there are differences in density between flight lines, these differences would 

not affect canopy density calculation since it is a ratio. Errors appear in borders between flight 

lines (Figure 42). This is because of irregularities in the point data cloud in the borders of the 

flight line.  

 

   

a)  b)  c) 

Figure 42: LiDAR point cloud filter. Exempel of canopy density. a) Flight lines. b) Canopy density raster 

without filter. c) Canopy density raster with filter. 
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Breast height (1.37 m above ground) is used as threshold in computation of forest metrics in 

the present study. Breast height is widely used in forest statistics and inventory (Swedish 

Forest Agency, 2012). This opens possibilities for comparing the LiDAR-derived data obtained 

in this study with field data. Future work is needed to achieve this goal. Further study is also 

needed in order to carried out LiDAR-derived data with different thresholds and analyze their 

influence in vegetation classification.  

 

LiDAR-derived information helps in cases where inside a forest stand there are spectral 

differences due to relief displacement and shadows. LiDAR reveals height among species and 

thus helps to discriminate them from each other. LiDAR increases contrast between stands 

formed by coniferous and deciduous species so it leads to a better segmentation (Ke, et al., 

2010). 

 

Segmentation is run in eCognition to obtain segments from spectral data and segments from 

spectral-LiDAR data. Same segmentation workflow and parameters are used in both spectral 

and spectral-LiDAR segmentation in order to be able to be compared. Multiresolution 

segmentation is chosen to build up the objects. Segmentation results are very dependent on 

the segmentation parameters that are chosen. Different segmentations are performed in order 

to compare their results and be able to select segmentation parameters that best fit the data 

(Clinton, et al., 2008). Result examination is performed in eCognition by visually comparing the 

objects, obtained from different segmentations with different parameters, with the reference 

data. Some studies has develop methods to study and quantify segmentation accuracy (Li, et 

al., 2004; Clinton, et al., 2008). An interesting approach is to integrate both segmentation and 

classification accuracy when performing accuracy assessment (Li, et al., 2004). Quantitative 

evaluation of segmentation results can be studied in future research. 

 

Figure 43 shows a comparison on spectral and spectral-LiDAR segmentations in Gallsjön in 

the study area of Linköping. The area contains broadleaf forest and coniferous forest. The land 

cover has not change between 2005 and 2011 as it can be seen in the SPOT-5 image and the 

orthophotos. Orthophoto from 2007 is taken in early spring and broadleaf forest do not have 

leaves yet. Spectral segmentation produces segments with bigger area than spectral-LiDAR 

segmentation.   
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Once the segments are produced, the mean value of each of the variables that are included in 

the segmentation is computed for each segment. Standard deviation is also computed for each 

segment, but the limited time of this study make not possible to analyze their influence in the 

classification. Using standard deviation in the analysis doubles the amount of data that should 

be handled. Further work is necessary to evaluate their influence in the vegetation 

classification.   

 

   
a) b) c) 

   
d) e) f) 

Figure 43: Comparison of spectral and spectral-LiDAR segmentation in Gallsjön (Linköping). a) SPOT-

5 image from 2005. b) Spectral segmentation on SPOT-5 image. c) Spectral-LiDAR segmentation on 

SPOT 5 image. d) Orthophoto from 2011. e) Spectral segmentation on orthophoto from early 2007. f) 

Spectral-LiDAR segmentation on orthophoto from 2011.  

 

Correlation between layers is computed and reported in the univariate and multivariate 

statistics section in this study. A strong correlation it is found between the four spectral layers. 

It is also found a big correlation between percentile 99, mean height and standard deviation of 

the height. The spectral classification scheme involves using the four spectral layers and 

therefore using only high correlated layers. The spectral-LiDAR classification scheme uses 

four spectral layers and nine LiDAR-derived layers, and therefore uses layers that are both 

high and low correlated. Some tests were performed by running the segmentation giving 

smaller weights to high correlated layers. It is not found sufficient evidence in the tests to be 

able to assign different weights to different layers. Segmentation is performed assigning equal 

weights to the involved layers. 
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Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the classification method used in this study. SVM is chosen 

because it works well in case of having data from different sources and with high dimensionality 

(Koetz, et al., 2008; Garcia, et al., 2011). SVM is first used in linear classification and later 

extended to nonlinear decision functions using kernels (Ghamisi, et al., 2015). Classification 

with remotely sensed data often implies to work with nonlinear relationships between classes 

and variables. A kernel based SVM classification is depending on the kernel type and 

regulation parameters that are chosen (Ghamisi, et al., 2015). Gaussian radial basis function 

(RBF) is widely used in remote sensing as kernel for classifying remote sensing data (Chih-

Wei, et al., 2010; Ghamisi, et al., 2015). Kernel parameters are classically chosen by 

performing cross validation on training data (Ghamisi, et al., 2015).  

 

SVM classification can be performed in eCognition but Matlab is chosen as platform to allow 

implementing an SVM classification where thousands of combinations of variables are 

classified iteratively. Cross validation with 5 k-folds and their error matrixes are performed in 

the Classification Learner App in Matlab R2015b in order to get a first estimation of the SVM 

kernel function and parameters that best fit the data. Several combinations of variables are 

tested when performing the cross validation. It is though not possible to test all combinations 

of all variables in the Classification Learner App in Matlab R2015b because it implies running 

then manually.  

 

To this aim, an implementation in the Matlab code is done to run several cross validations for 

each of the classifications. Cross validation is performed in all combinations of spectral-LiDAR 

classification scheme variables. There are 13 variables which means 8191 combinations. 

Cross validation is also performed for spectral classification scheme. Medium Gaussian, 

Coarse Gaussian, Fine Gaussian and Linear SVM are performed and their cross validation 

accuracy is computed. Best SVM kernel and parameter is determine for each of the 

classifications. Medium Gaussian with 3.6 kernel scale and 1 as box constraint, achieves 

highest accuracy in most of the cases. It does not achieve best accuracy in all cases. This 

means, that in some cases, Medium Gaussian is not the best option. Computing different 

classifications with different SVM kernels and parameters involves increasing computation 

time and data amount. It also makes results not comparable. This is why medium Gaussian 

generalizes to the whole data. Further work can be done to analyze this issue. 

 

Studies have shown the advantages of not only using one kind of classification method in a 

remote sensed study (Garcia, et al., 2011; Bekaddour, et al., 2015). A classification method 

can be used to get an initial view of the data or to help collecting training data. At the same 

time, classification can be performed using another classification method (Bekaddour, et al., 

2015). Another option is to classify some classes with a classification type and then perform 

sub classes by using another classification method (Garcia, et al., 2011). 
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Class definition is a key step in remote sensed data classification. It is important to have a 

deep knowledge about the classes involved in the classification because it affects to the 

collection of training and validation data, and therefore to the quality of the results. Accurate 

descriptions of the classes should exist (Garcia, et al., 2011). Forest classes are complex and 

often difficult to differentiate and select, even when using high resolution reference data as 1 

m orthophotos. Field work is needed in order to increase validity in the results (Congalton, 

1991).  

 

The collection of training and validation areas influences results and accuracy when performing 

supervised classification in remotely sensed studies (Ge, et al., 2012; Zhen, et al., 2013; 

Fernandez, et al., 2014; Ban, et al., 2015). In this study, a set of reference polygons is collected 

by performing intersection of polygons from spectral and spectral-LiDAR segmentation and 

assigning them a class using reference data. This process involves interpretation of reference 

data and therefore makes it a difficult task (Congalton, 1991). Reference data includes satellite 

data, KNAS classification, Swedish National Forest inventory data (SLU, 2016), Biotope 

Protection Areas (Nyckelbiotoper) and orthophotos. Labelled reference polygons are randomly 

separated in training and validation areas.  

 

The method that is used to split the reference polygons in training and validation areas 

influences the classification accuracy (Zhen, et al., 2013). Spatial dependence of training and 

validation areas should be take into account in a further research in order to avoid 

overestimation of the overall, user’s and producer’s accuracy (Zhen, et al., 2013).  

 

Other factors, as number of training and validation areas (Fernandez, et al., 2014; Ban, et al., 

2015), and quality (Ge, et al., 2012; Fernandez, et al., 2014) play a key role in classification 

accuracy. The fact that this study is done over three study areas, one with 10 forest classes 

and the other two with 8 forest classes, the complexity of having different landscapes in the 

study areas, and the limitation in time of the present study, limits the amount of reference 

polygons that are collected for each class in the different study areas.  Around 10 training areas 

are produced and used in this study. Further work can be done in including testing results 

obtained by using training and validation samples with different sizes. 

 

Methods for measuring the quality of training and validation areas are needed in order to 

decrease uncertainties in the results (Ge, et al., 2012). Additional validation samples, in areas 

not coincident with the ones used for training and validation areas, can be used to increase 

the validity of the accuracy results (Zhen, et al., 2013). Future work ca be done in testing these 

issues. 
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Error matrixes are produced. Overall, user’s and producer’s accuracy are computed for 

assessing accuracy of the classification results. For each class, segments containing validation 

areas, and therefore a validation label, are selected. These segments also contain a 

classification label from the SVM estimation. Then the labels from the validation areas and 

classification results are compared for each segment. This allows obtaining the number of 

segments that are correctly classified and the number of segments that are assigned to a class 

that disagree with the class shown in the validation area. Error matrixes are computed for the 

classification errors. Error matrixes in object-based classification can be improved by 

considering also segmentation errors (Li, et al., 2004).  

 

Results are obtained for spectral classification scheme and spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme and they are compared to each other. The comparison is made on spectral 

classification scheme and spectral-LiDAR classification scheme (with four spectral bands). 

There are results that achieve high accuracies not using the four spectral bands. This is the 

case of using LiDAR variables with Red, NIR and MIR, or with Green, NIR and MIR. It is not 

necessary to have Red and Green at the same time in order to reach high accuracy. However, 

to be able to compare spectral classification scheme (Green, Red, NIR and MIR) with spectral-

LiDAR classification scheme, and therefore analyze the contribution of LiDAR-data, results for 

spectral-LiDAR classification scheme includes the four spectral bands. 

 

After performing spectral-LiDAR classification scheme, results from different combination of 

variables are obtained. They are sorted by their overall classification accuracy and kappa 

coefficient in order to determine the ones with highest accuracies. The five best results from 

spectral-LiDAR classification scheme in Linköping obtain following overall accuracy: 88.4, 

88.4, 87.9, 87.9 and 87.4. Kappa coefficients are: 0.86, 0.86, 0.86, 0.86 and 0.85. Small 

differences are found between overall accuracy and kappa coefficients for the best 

classification results. Further work can be done in analyzing if classification results can be 

sorted using another approach.  

 

Results show an improvement in overall accuracy for spectral-LiDAR classification scheme 

compared to spectral classification scheme. An improvement of 21.9 % in overall classification 

accuracy is found for Linköping area for the best variable combination of spectral-LiDAR 

classification scheme compared to spectral classification scheme. An increment of 11.0 % is 

obtained in Örnsköldsvik and 21.1 % in Vilhelmina. This shows that the use of LiDAR data 

together with spectral data increases significantly the classification accuracy. Results agree 

with other studies found in the literature where higher classification accuracies are achieved 

when using spectral-LiDAR datasets, compared to datasets formed by either spectral or LiDAR 

alone (Hill & Thompson, 2005; Bork & Su, 2007; Jones, et al., 2010; Ke, et al., 2010; Dalponte, 

et al., 2012; Sasaki, et al., 2011; Garcia, et al., 2011; Nordkvist, et al., 2012). Studies show an 

improvement in overall classification accuracy of 22 % (Nordkvist, et al., 2012) and 16 % 

(Kempeneers, et al., 2009). 
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Variables with highest overall classification accuracies for spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme varies in the three study areas. Four spectral bands, percentile 99, total canopy 

density, canopy density between 10 and 20 m reach highest accuracy in Linköping area. Four 

spectral bands, percentile 99, standard deviation, canopy density between 2 and 10 m form 

the most accurate classification in Örnsköldsvik. Four spectral bands, standard deviation of 

the height and total canopy density achieve highest accuracies in spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme in Vilhelmina. It exists no variable combination that reaches highest overall accuracy 

for the three study areas. However, there are some LiDAR variables that appear among the 

best results for spectral-LiDAR classification scheme in Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and 

Vilhelmina. These are percentile 99, standard deviation of the height, total canopy density, and 

canopy density in height interval. These layers have shown good performance when used 

together with spectral data in image classification (Garcia, et al., 2011; Erdody & Moskal, 2009; 

Nordkvist, et al., 2012). Other layers appear among the best spectral-LiDAR classification 

scheme results for the different study areas. Mean height appears only in Linköping and not 

together with percentile 99 due to their high correlation. DEM appears in Örnsköldsvik where 

there are big differences in elevation. 

 

Four spectral bands together with percentile 99 achieve overall classification accuracies higher 

that 80 % in Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina. The same happens when having four 

spectral bands with total canopy density, and four spectral bands with percentile 99 and total 

canopy density. The contribution of having other LiDAR-derived layers rather than percentile 

99 and total canopy density to the overall accuracy is little.  

 

Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme including all nine LiDAR-derived do not achieve highest 

overall accuracy in any of the three study areas. This indicates the disadvantage of including 

too many layers in the process. Further work can be done in analyzing the optimal number of 

layers that should be included in this type of study. 

 

All classes benefit, to a lesser or greater extend, from the integration of spectral and LiDAR 

data. This is shown in the tables containing producer’s and user’s accuracies. Young forest 

and not productive forest are the classes that reach highest improvements for Linköping, 

Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina. These classes take advantage of the information of the vertical 

structure of the vegetation given by LiDAR-derived data. Young forest usually has a high 

canopy density at lower heights. Not productive forest is often sparsely forest as it is the case 

of, for example, low density Scots pine on rocky grounds or forest on marsh. LiDAR-derived 

data helps separating Scots pine forest with high and low density that correspond to Scots pine 

and not productive forest respectively. Clear-cut get high accuracy in both spectral and 

spectral-LiDAR classification schemes. Clear-cut is a class characterized by its low height, and 

therefore easy to identify with LiDAR data. At the same time, clear-cut is clearly distinguished 

only using spectral data. This applies to recently clear-cut areas.  
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7. Conclusions 

This study shows the potential of using LiDAR data together with spectral data in improving 

overall classification accuracy when mapping forest habitats in protected areas in Sweden. 

The study is performed on a simplified workflow of KNAS but results can be applied to the 

whole KNAS production. Two classification schemes are performed to be able to compare 

results from classification using only spectral data, and classification using spectral-LiDAR 

data. Results show an improvement of 21.9 %, 11.0 %, and 21.1 % in overall classification 

accuracy in Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina, when using spectral-LiDAR data, 

compared to only using spectral data. Percentile 99, standard deviation of the height, total 

canopy density, and canopy density in height intervals, are the LiDAR-derived layers that help 

reach highest accuracies, when used together with spectral data. The classes that reach 

highest improvements in overall accuracy for Linköping, Örnsköldsvik and Vilhelmina, are 

young forest and non productive forest.  

 

Segmentation in eCognition has proven to be an effective method for data fusion. Change 

areas that appear between satellite and LiDAR acquisition dates benefit from including LiDAR-

derived data in the segmentation. Further work is necessary to determine the contribution of 

LiDAR-derived layers to the segmentation in unchanged areas.  

 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) has demonstrate its ability to perform well with large amount 

of data from different data sources. Spectral-LiDAR classification scheme involves SVM 

classification using spectral-LiDAR database. Spectral-LiDAR database contains thousands of 

segments with 13 variables (4 spectral variables and 9 LiDAR-derived variables). SVM 

classification using all combinations of the 13 variables (8191 combinations) is performed. This 

allows determining the variables that contribute, to a greatest extent, to the classification 

accuracy. SVM implementation in Matlab is time-efficient and provide accurate results and it 

can be used in other areas for classifying complex classes from heterogeneous and high 

dimensional data sources.  

 

This study faces different challenges. Forest mapping in large area, in three study areas with 

different landscapes, elevation and latitudes is complex and challenging. Use of different data 

sources implies working with data with different format, date, behavior and resolution. 

Landscapes change constantly and vegetation cover has fuzzy limits which makes difficult to 

distinguish between forest classes. Forest classes are complex and often heterogeneous. 

Training and validation areas collection is performed using reference data and therefore it is 

dependent on the experience and interpretation of the producer. To choose what LiDAR-

derived data to include in the study is challenging. Lack of quantitative evaluation of 

segmentation results makes difficult to estimate segmentation accuracy. Further work is 

needed to address these challenges.  
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9. Appendix 

Appendix A: Batch scripts for preparing LiDAR data and obtaining LiDAR-derived 

results using LAStools  

 

LiDAR Preparation 
:: This batch script prepares LiDAR point cloud dat a 

:: Path is for example D:/LAStools_preparation 

:: List contains NH scan areas to run 

 

:: PREPARE LOG FILE 

echo ::: Start ::: >Path/LOG.txt 

 

:: INFORMATION 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/info/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/info/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running info in %%G %date% %time% ::: >>"P ath/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lasinfo –i Path/indata/%%G/*.laz ^    

-merged 

-odir Path/info/%%G/ ^ 

-otxt >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 ^ 

     ) 

 

:: FILTER  

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/step1/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/step1/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running filter in %%G %date% %time% ::: >> "Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/las2las –i Path/indata/%%G/*.laz ^    

-<Filter_parameters> 

-odir Path/step1/%%G/ ^ 

-olaz >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 ^ 

     ) 

 

:: FILTER FLIGHT OVERLAP 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/step2/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/step2/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running filter in %%G %date% %time% ::: >> "Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lasoverage -i Path/step1/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-step 2 ^ 

-odir Path/step2/%%G/ -olaz >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

)  
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:: CREATE TILES 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/step3/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/step3/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running filter in %%G %date% %time% ::: >> "Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lastile -i Path/step2/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-merged ^ 

-tile_size 1000 ^ 

-buffer 50 ^ 

-o Path/step3/%%G/tile ^ 

-olaz >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

) 

 

:: HEIGHT ABOVE GROUND 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/step4/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/step4/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running filter in %%G %date% %time% ::: >> "Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lasheight -i Path/step3/%%G/tile*.l az  

-drop_class 12 ^ 

-replace_z  ^ 

-odir Path/step4/%%G ^ 

-odix _height ^ 

-cores 7 ^ 

-olaz >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

) 

 

:: REMOVE BUFFER  

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

Rmdir Path/step5/%%G /s /q >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Mkdir Path/step5/%%G >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

Echo ::: Running filter in %%G %date% %time% ::: >> "Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lastile -i Path/step4/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-remove_buffer ^ 

-odir Path/step5/%%G/ ^ 

-olaz >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

) 
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Raster products 

 

:: This batch script compute forest metrics from Li DAR point cloud data 

:: Path is for example D:/LAStools_preparation 

:: List contains NH scan areas to run 

 

:: RENSA LOGGEN 

echo ::: Start ::: >Path/LOG.txt 

 

:: PERCENTILE 99 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: Percentile 99 in %%G %date% %time% ::: >>" Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lascanopy -i Path/step5/%%G/*.laz ^  

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-p 99 ^ 

-drop_z_above 45.0 -o Path/%%G_p99_5m.tif>>"Path/LO G.txt" 2>&1 

) 

 

:: MEAN HEIGHT 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: Mean height %%G %date% %time% ::: >>"Path/ LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lascanopy -i step5/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-avg ^ 

-drop_z_above 45.0 -o Path/%%G_avg_5m.tif>>"Path/LO G.txt" 2>&1 

) 

 

:: STANDARD DEVIATION 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: Std %%G %date% %time% ::: >>"Path/LOG.txt"  2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lascanopy -i step5/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-std ^ 

-drop_z_above 45.0 -o Path/%%G_std_5m.tif>>"Path/LO G.txt" 2>&1 

) 
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:: TOTAL CANOPY DENSITY 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: CD all points %%G %date% %time% ::: >>"Pat h/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lascanopy -i step5/%%G/*.laz  

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-dns ^ 

-drop_z_above 45.0 ^ 

-o Path/%%G_dns_5m.tif>>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

) 

 

:: CANOPY DENSITY IN HEIGHT INTERVALS 0.5-2, 2-10, 10-20, 20-50 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: Running Lascanopy med lasnoise p95 with 5m  pixel size in %%G 

%date% %time% ::: >>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/lascanopy -i step5/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-d 0.5 2 10 20 50 ^ 

-drop_z_above 45.0 ^ 

-o Path/%%G_density_interval_5m.tif>>"Path/LOG.txt"  2>&1 

) 

 

:: DEM 

FOR /F %%G IN (Path/List.txt) DO ( 

echo ::: DEM %%G %date% %time% ::: >>"Path/LOG.txt"  2>&1 

C:/LAStools/bin/las2dem -i step5/%%G/*.laz ^ 

-merged ^ 

-step 10 ^ 

-o Path/result_%%G_dem_5m.tif>>"Path/LOG.txt" 2>&1 

) 
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Appendix B: Cross validation to determine SVM kerne l and parameters in Matlab 
 

%% This code runs 4 different SVM classifiers and c alculate cross           
% validation accuracy. Results are written out to a  table. It can be both  
% used for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classificati on scheme by adapting  
% the number of combinations p{j} 
 

clear all  
addpath Path  
  
%% IMPORT TRAINING DATA 
A = importdata( 'Training.csv' ); % Training data  
  
%% PREPARE DATA 
Response=A(:,15); % Labels used in SVM training. Training areas class .  
Predictor=A(:,1:13); % Data used in SVM training for prediction. 
 
%% SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
% p{4}=nchoosek(1:4,4); % In case of classifying sp ectral classification 
  
%% SPECTRAL-LIDAR CLASSIFICATION SCHEME. GET ALL CO MBINATION FROM 13  
% COLUMNS 
% Train the SVM with all possible combination of th e 13 columns of  the 
predictor  
p{1}=nchoosek(1:13,1); 
p{2}=nchoosek(1:13,2); 
p{3}=nchoosek(1:13,3); 
p{4}=nchoosek(1:13,4); 
p{5}=nchoosek(1:13,5); 
p{6}=nchoosek(1:13,6); 
p{7}=nchoosek(1:13,7); 
p{8}=nchoosek(1:13,8); 
p{9}=nchoosek(1:13,9); 
p{10}=nchoosek(1:13,10); 
p{11}=nchoosek(1:13,11); 
p{12}=nchoosek(1:13,12); 
p{13}=nchoosek(1:13,13); 
 
%% LOOP 
iteration=0; 
for  j=1:13 % Loop through different combinations of columns  
    % Use j=4 in case of classifying spectral class ification  
    [rows, columns] = size(p{j}); % How many rows are in the pj  
     
    for  i = 1: rows % loop through rows of each combination of columns  
        %% Iteration number  
        iteration= iteration + 1 
 
        %% PREPARE DATA ITERATION i  
        col=p{j}(i,:); % Chosen columns in current loop  
        Predictor_i=Predictor(:,p{j}(i,:)); 
  
        %% TRAIN A MEDIUM GAUSSIAN SVM CLASIFIER  
        % Template with classifier options  
        template_1 = templateSVM( ...  
        'KernelFunction' , 'gaussian' , ...  
        'PolynomialOrder' , [], ...  
        'KernelScale' , 3.6, ...  
        'BoxConstraint' , 1, ...  
        'Standardize' , true); 
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        % Train clasifier  
        classificationSVM_1 = fitcecoc( ...  
        Predictor_i,Response, ...  
        'Learners' , template_1, ...  
        'Coding' , 'onevsone' ); 
         
        % CROSS VALIDATION ACCURACY 
        % Perform cross-validation  
        partitionedModel_1 = crossval(classificatio nSVM_1, 'K-fold' , 5); 
  
        % Compute validation accuracy  

validationAccuracy_1 (iteration) = (1 - k-
foldLoss(partitionedModel_1, 'LossFun' , 'ClassifError' ))*100; 

   
   
        %% TRAIN COARSE GAUSSIAN SVM  
        % Template with classifier options   
        template_2 = templateSVM( ...  
        'KernelFunction' , 'gaussian' , ...  
        'PolynomialOrder' , [], ...  
        'KernelScale' , 14, ...  
        'BoxConstraint' , 1, ...  
        'Standardize' , true); 
         
        % Train clasifier  
        classificationSVM_2 = fitcecoc( ...  
        Predictor_i,Response, ...  
        'Learners' , template_2, ...  
        'Coding' , 'onevsone' ); 
         
        % CROSS VALIDATION ACCURACY 
        % Perform cross-validation  
        partitionedModel_2 = crossval(classificatio nSVM_2, 'K-fold' , 5); 
  
        % Compute validation accuracy  

validationAccuracy_2(iteration) = (1 - k-
foldLoss(partitionedModel_2, 'LossFun' , 'ClassifError' ))*100; 

      
                 
        %% TRAIN FINE GAUSSIAN SVM  
        % Template with classifier options   
        template_3 = templateSVM( ...  
        'KernelFunction' , 'gaussian' , ...  
        'PolynomialOrder' , [], ...  
        'KernelScale' , 0.9, ...  
        'BoxConstraint' , 1, ...  
        'Standardize' , true); 
         
        % Train clasifier  
        classificationSVM_3 = fitcecoc( ...  
        Predictor_i,Response, ...  
        'Learners' , template_3, ...  
        'Coding' , 'onevsone' ); 
         
        % CROSS VALIDATION ACCURACY 
        % Perform cross-validation  
        partitionedModel_3 = crossval(classificatio nSVM_3, 'K-fold' , 5); 
  
        % Compute validation accuracy  
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validationAccuracy_3 (iteration) = (1 - k-
foldLoss(partitionedModel_3, 'LossFun' , 'ClassifError' ))*100;        

        %% TRAIN LINEAR SVM  
        % Template with classifier options   
        template_4 = templateSVM( ...  
        'KernelFunction' , 'linear' , ...  
        'PolynomialOrder' , [], ...  
        'KernelScale' , 'auto' , ...  
        'BoxConstraint' , 1, ...  
        'Standardize' , true); 
         
        % Train clasifier  
        classificationSVM_4 = fitcecoc( ...  
        Predictor_i,Response, ...  
        'Learners' , template_4, ...  
        'Coding' , 'onevsone' ); 
         
        % CROSS VALIDATION ACCURACY 
        % Perform cross-validation  
        partitionedModel_4 = crossval(classificatio nSVM_4, 'K-fold' , 5); 
  
        % Compute validation accuracy  

validationAccuracy_4 (iteration) = (1 - k-
foldLoss(partitionedModel_4, 'LossFun' , 'ClassifError' ))*100; 

  
         
        %% Columns  
        STR =sprintf( 'col_%d_' ,col); 
        STR2 (iteration)= cellstr(STR); 
         
        %% Update iteration  
        iteration_i(iteration)=(iteration); 
         
               
        end  
  
             
       
end  
  
%% WRITE TABLE WITH RESULTS 
Process_code=transpose(iteration_i); 
Columns= transpose(STR2); 
Cross_validation_accuracy_medium_gaussian=transpose (validationAccuracy_1); 
Cross_validation_accuracy_coarse_gaussian=transpose (validationAccuracy_2); 
Cross_validation_accuracy_fine_gaussian=transpose(v alidationAccuracy_3); 
Cross_validation_accuracy_linear_SVM=transpose(vali dationAccuracy_4); 
  
Table_out = 
table(Process_code,Columns,Cross_validation_accurac y_medium_gaussian,Cross_
validation_accuracy_coarse_gaussian,Cross_validatio n_accuracy_fine_gaussian
,Cross_validation_accuracy_linear_SVM); 
writetable(Table_out, 'Cross_validation_Vilhelmina.txt' , 'Delimiter' , '/t' ) 
  
sprintf( 'Done!' ) 
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Appendix C: SVM Classification for spectral and spe ctral-LiDAR classification schemes 

in Matlab 
 

%% This code runs SVM classification with cross val idation and calculate  
% accuracy assessment estimates. Results are writte n out. It can be both  
% used for spectral and spectral-LiDAR classificati on scheme by adapting  
% the number of combinations p{j} 
 
clear all  
addpath Path  
  
%% IMPORT DATA. Save it as *.csv with comma delimit er. Decimals with points  
A = importdata( 'Training.csv' ); % Training data  
B = importdata( 'New_data_and_validation.csv' ); % Data for classification  
% and validation  
 
%% PREPARE DATA 
Response=A(:,6); % Labels used in SVM training. Training areas class .  
Predictor=A(:,1:4); % Data used in SVM training for prediction.  
New_data=B(:,1:4); % New data that is classified with the SVM model.  
GT=B(:,6); % Ground truth or validation data  
 
%% SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
% p{4}=nchoosek(1:4,4); % In case of classifying sp ectral classification 
 
%% SPECTRAL-LIDAR CLASSIFICATION SCHEME 
% GET ALL COMBINATION FROM 13 COLUMNS 
% Run SVM with all possible combination of the 13 c olumns of  
% the predictor  
p{1}=nchoosek(1:13,1); 
p{2}=nchoosek(1:13,2); 
p{3}=nchoosek(1:13,3); 
p{4}=nchoosek(1:13,4); 
p{5}=nchoosek(1:13,5); 
p{6}=nchoosek(1:13,6); 
p{7}=nchoosek(1:13,7); 
p{8}=nchoosek(1:13,8); 
p{9}=nchoosek(1:13,9); 
p{10}=nchoosek(1:13,10); 
p{11}=nchoosek(1:13,11); 
p{12}=nchoosek(1:13,12); 
p{13}=nchoosek(1:13,13); 
 
%% LOOP 
iteration=0; 
count=0; 
for  j=1:13 % Loop through different combinations of columns  
    % j=4 in case of classifying spectral classific ation  
    [rows, columns] = size(p{j}); % How many rows are in the pj  
     
    for  i = 1: rows % loop through rows of each combination of columns  

%% Iteration number  
iteration= iteration + 1 
%% EXTRACT PREDICTOR AND NEW DATA (data to classify ) for this     
iteration  
col=p{j}(i,:); % Columns that are chosen for the analysis in the 
current loop  
Predictor_i=Predictor(:,p{j}(i,:)); 
New_data_i=New_data(:,p{j}(i,:));  
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%% TRAIN SVM CLASIFIER  
% Template with clasifier options  
template = templateSVM( ...  
'KernelFunction' , 'gaussian' , ...  
'PolynomialOrder' , [], ...  
'KernelScale' , 3.6, ...  
'BoxConstraint' , 1, ...  
'Standardize' , true); 
  
% Train clasifier  
classificationSVM = fitcecoc( ...  
Predictor_i,Response, ...  
'Learners' , template, ...  
'Coding' , 'onevsone' ); 
         
%% CROSS VALIDATION ACCURACY 
% Perform cross-validation  
partitionedModel = crossval(classificationSVM, 'K-fold' , 5); 
  
% Compute Cross validation accuracy  
validationAccuracy = (1 - k-foldLoss(partitionedMod el, 'LossFun' , 
'ClassifError' ))*100; 
  

        %% CONTINUE IF Cross validation Accuracy is  reasonable  
        if  validationAccuracy > 70 
            %% SVM prediction on New data  
            YP=predict(classificationSVM, New_data_ i); 
  
            %% OVERALL ACCURACY compared to GT (Val idation data)  
            M= [YP GT]; % Classified and ground truth  
            % Delete all rows where ground truth is zero  
                deleterow = false(size(M, 1), 1); 
                % loop over all lines  
                for  n = 1:size(M, 1) 
                    if  M(n, 2) == 0 
                % mark line for deletion afterwards  
                deleterow(n) = true; 
                    end  
                end  
                % delete rows  
                M(deleterow, :) = []; 
  
            % Confusion matrix (10, 10) for 10 classes (Predict ive (YP) in  
            % rows and Known (GT) in columns  
            [C,order] = confusionmat(M(:,1),M(:,2)) ; 
            % Overall accuracy  
            cond=(trace(C)/sum(sum(C)))*100; 
            % Kappa coefficient  
            s=sum(sum(C).*(sum(C,2)')); 
            K= (((sum(sum(C))*trace(C))-s)/((sum(su m(C))^2)-s))*100; 
             
            %% CONTINUE IF overall accuracy is reas onable  
            if  cond >= 60  
                count= count + 1; 
                % Register validation accuracy  
                va(count)=validationAccuracy; 
                %Overall accuracy  
                oa(count)=(trace(C)/sum(sum(C)))*10 0; 
                % Kappa hat  
                K_hat(count)=K; 
                % Producer's (omission error) and User's accuracy  
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                % (commission error)  
                Prod_acc=(diag(C)')./sum(C);  
                User_acc=(diag(C))./sum(C,2);  
  
                %% EXPORT CLASSIFICATION RESULTS WI TH OBJECT ID  
                Objekt_ID=B(:,5); %ObjectID or SegmentID  
                Classified=YP; 
                Ground_truth=GT; 

STR0=sprintf( '%d' ,count); 
STR1=sprintf( '_Results_from_' ); 
STR2=sprintf( 'col_%d_' ,col); % To write out what columns 
where involve in the classification  

STR=strcat(STR0,STR1,STR2);               
 
writetable(table(Objekt_ID,Classified,Ground_truth) ,STR, 'De
limiter' , '/t' ); %xlswrite(STR, exp)  
                 

                 
                %% EXPORT CONFUSION MATRIX  
                C_tbl1=[C;Prod_acc]; 
                C_tbl2=[User_acc; cond]; 
                C_tbl=[C_tbl1 C_tbl2]; 

Predictive = 
{ 'Scots_pine' ; 'Spruce' ; 'Mix_con' ; 'Mixed' ; 'Bl' ; 'Selec_bl' ; 'P
ot_selec_bl' ; 'young' ; 'Clear_cut' ; 'not_prod' ; 'Prod_acc' }; 

                Scots_pine=C_tbl(:,1); 
                Spruce=C_tbl(:,2); 
                Mix_con=C_tbl(:,3); 
                Mixed=C_tbl(:,4); 
                Bl=C_tbl(:,5); 
                Selec_bl=C_tbl(:,6); 
                Pot_selec_bl=C_tbl(:,7); 
                young=C_tbl(:,8); 
                Clear_cut=C_tbl(:,9); 
                not_prod=C_tbl(:,10); 
                User_acc=C_tbl(:,11); 
  

T = 
table(Scots_pine,Spruce,Mix_con,Mixed,Bl,Selec_bl,P ot_selec
_bl,young,Clear_cut,not_prod,User_acc, ...  

                'RowNames' ,Predictive); 
  
                STR3=sprintf( '_Error_Matrix_' ,col); 
                STR_cm=strcat(STR0,STR3,STR2); 

writetable(T,STR_cm, 
'Delimiter' , '/t' , 'WriteRowNames' ,true); 

  
                %% Update count  
                counti(count)=count; 
            end  
        end         
    end  
end  
  
counti=count; 
 
%% WRITE TABLE 
Process_code=transpose(counti); 
Cross_validation_accuracy=transpose(va); 
Overall_classification_accuracy=transpose(oa); 
Kappa_hat=transpose(K_hat); 
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Table_out = table(Process_code,Cross_validation_acc uracy, 
Overall_classification_accuracy,Kappa_hat); 
writetable(Table_out, 'General' , 'Delimiter' , '/t' ) 
  
sprintf( 'Done!' )  
 

 

Appendix D: 3D visualization of Sturefors Nature Re serve 

 

The figure bellow shows a 3D model created by draping the ortophoto and a DEM. The DEM 

is formed by digital elevation model of the ground and the percentile 99 of the vegetation.  
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Appendix E : Error matrix.  Linköping spectral classification scheme with: Gree n, Red, NIR, MIR 

 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), selected valuable broadleaf forest (C6), 

potential selected valuable broadleaf forest (C7), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy 

and producer’s accuracy in %. 

 

  Validation areas 
  C1 C2 C3 C4   C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 Total  User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 18 94.4 
 C2 0 58 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 98.3 

 C3 2 7 9 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 23 39.1 

 C4 0 0 0 9 2 1 0 2 0 0 14 64.3 

 C5 0 0 0 2 4 4 0 11 0 1 22 18.2 

 C6 0 0 0 0 4 4 6 4 0 4 22 18.2 

 C7 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 0 0 6 66.7 
 C8 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 5 0 2 9 55.6 

 C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 100.0 

 C10 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 5 20.0 

Total   22 65 10 12 11 10 11 24 23 12 200  

Producer´s accuracy   77.3 89.2 90.0 75.0 36.4 40.0 36.4 20.8 95.7 8.3   
 

Overall accuracy  = 66.5 
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Appendix F: Error matrix. Linköping spectral-LiDAR classification scheme with: Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P 99, CD tot, CD 10-20  
 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), selected valuable broadleaf forest (C6), 

potential selected valuable broadleaf forest (C7), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy 

and producer’s accuracy in %. 

 

  Validation areas  

  C1 C2 C3 C4   C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 Total  User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 19 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 95.0 

 C2 0 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 68 100.0 
 C3 2 3 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 64.3 

 C4 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 100.0 

 C5 0 0 0 0 6 4 5 0 0 0 15 40.0 

 C6 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 0 0 0 10 50.0 

 C7 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5 100.0 

 C8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 25 0 0 26 96.2 
 C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 22 100.0 

 C10 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 12 15 80.0 

Total   22 71 10 12 11 10 11 25 23 12 207  

Producer´s accuracy   86.4 95.8 90.0 100.0 54.5 50.0 45.5 100.0 95.7 100.0   
 
Overall accuracy  = 88.4 
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Appendix G:  Error matrix.  Örnsköldsvik spectral classification scheme with: G reen, Red, NIR, MIR 

 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and 

not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy in %. 

 

  
  Validation areas 
  C1 C2 C3 C4   C5 C8 C9 C10 Total  User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 8 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 20 61.5 

 C2 0 125 2 1 0 0 0 0 68 97.7 

 C3 3 23 19 4 0 0 0 0 14 38.8 

 C4 1 0 4 14 0 2 0 0 12 66.7 
 C5 0 0 0 1 17 0 0 0 15 94.4 

 C8 0 0 1 2 0 11 0 0 26 78.6 

 C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 10 22 65.5 

 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 15 100.0 

Total   12 148 26 23 17 13 19 15 273  

Producer´s accuracy   66.7 84.5 73.1 60.9 100.0 84.6 100.0 6.7   
 
Overall accuracy  = 78.3            
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Appendix H: Error matrix.  Örnsköldsvik spectral-LiDAR classification scheme w ith: Green, Red, NIR, MIR, P99, Std, CD 2-10 

 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and 

not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy in %. 

 

  
  Validation areas 
  C1 C2 C3 C4   C5 C8 C9 C10 Total  User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 12 0 4 0 0 0 0 3 19 63.2 

 C2 0 164 0 0 0 0 0 0 164 100.0 

 C3 0 17 22 2 0 0 0 0 41 53.7 

 C4 0 0 2 21 0 0 0 0 23 91.3 
 C5 0 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 17 100.0 

 C8 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 13 100.0 

 C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 5 24 79.2 

 C10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 100.0 

Total   12 181 28 23 17 13 19 15 308  

Producer´s accuracy   100.0 90.6 78.6 91.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 46.7   
 

Overall accuracy  = 89.3            
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Appendix I:  Error matrix.  Vilhelmina spectral classification scheme with: Gre en, Red, NIR, MIR 

 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and 

not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy in %. 

 

  
  Validation areas 
  C1 C2 C3 C4   C5 C8 C9 C10 Total User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 9 1 0 0 0 1 0 3 14 64.3 

 C2 0 23 1 3 0 0 0 0 27 85.2 

 C3 2 6 7 5 0 0 0 0 20 35.0 

 C4 0 0 0 12 1 1 0 0 14 85.7 
 C5 0 0 0 5 7 0 0 0 12 58.3 

 C8 1 0 0 3 2 9 0 0 15 60.0 

 C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 7 24 70.8 

 C10 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 10 13 76.9 

Total   13 30 9 28 10 12 17 20 139  

Producer´s accuracy   69.2 76.7 77.8 42.9 70.0 75.0 100.0 50.0   
 
Overall accuracy  = 67.6          
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Appendix J: Error matrix.  Vilhelmina spectral-LiDAR classification scheme with: Green, Red, NIR, MIR, Std, CD tot 

Scots pine (C1), Norway spruce (C2), mixed conifer forest (C3), mixed forest (C4), broadleaf forest (C5), young forest (C8), clear-cut (C9) and 

not productive (C10). Overall accuracy, User’s accuracy and producer’s accuracy in %. 

Validation areas 
C1 C2 C3 C4  C5 C8 C9 C10 Total User’s accuracy  

Classified data  C1 12 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 13 92.3 

C2 0 31 0 2 0 0 0 0 33 93.9 

C3 1 1 8 2 0 0 0 0 12 66.7 

C4 0 0 0 23 4 0 0 0 27 85.2 
C5 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 7 85.7 

C8 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 10 100.0 

C9 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 2 19 89.5 

C10 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 18 20 90.0 

Total  13 32 9 28 10 12 17 20 141 

Producer´s accuracy  92.3 96.9 88.9 82.1 60.0 83.3 100.0 90.0 

Overall accuracy  = 88.7 
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